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Central to the efficient running of a building's services is
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We must embrace
fresh thinking

T

he common theme throughout
this issue of Building Services
News is innovation and new concepts.
From feature-length articles through
to technical storylines on new product
developments, the emphasis is on
fresh thinking and being open to new
ways of designing and delivering
building services solutions.
Gary Nixon and Sean Ascough –
both experts in their respective ﬁelds –
have written stimulating and thoughtprovoking essays on cutting-edge
developments that the industry needs
to learn about, embrace and apply to
help deliver energy-saving, sustainable
buildings. Meanwhile, Ralph
Montague details further initiatives
on maximising the full potential of
BIM and Paul Ebbs previews the
international LEAN Conference which
will take place in Dublin later this year.
NZEB is the new Holy Grail
and these articles, along with the
pioneering technical systems and
product developments also highlighted
in this issue, demonstrate that the
industry has the means by which to
realise this objective. How quickly it
comes about depends on how open
and willing it is to embrace them.
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Panasonic and Systemair
strategic partnership
Panasonic Corporation and Systemair have
announced a strategic partnership to develop integrated and
sustainable solutions for the commercial and residential sectors.
This collaboration will leverage existing technology and expertise
from both parties, setting new trends within the European
HVAC&R market.
In the ﬁrst phase Panasonic will introduce a new heat pump
chiller series featuring Systemair’s innovative air source reversible
chiller technology. These new integrated solutions are fully
customisable and can be made-to-order to create bespoke
solutions for speciﬁc projects (including the light commercial
sector) to fully meet customer demands and requirements.
Systemair and Panasonic are also collaborating closely to
develop technologies and features to be incorporated into the
applied chilled water technology. The aim is to create even more
highly-efﬁcient, environment-friendly chiller/heat pumps that will
also utilise Panasonic’s Smart Cloud interface.
In addition, both parties will integrate Systemair’s cutting-edge
specialist Indoor Air Quality (IAQ)-led ventilation with Panasonic’s
advanced residential and commercial heat pumps, control
technology and connectivity.
“We see this as a great synergistic opportunity to develop,
deliver and meet the higher level of environmental demands
of our customers, in addition to providing long-term business
prospects across an evolving European market. Systemair’s
outstanding product range and wealth of experience within
the HVAC&R and ventilation industry aligns well with our
commitment to offering customers exceptional value, features
and product quality,” said Toshiyuki Takagi, Executive Ofﬁcer of
Panasonic Corporation and President of Panasonic Air-Conditioner.
“We are very excited by this partnership and the new
opportunity that this will create for innovative and seamless
solutions. Together we aim to enhance building operations,
optimise energy efﬁciency, lower their carbon footprint and reduce
energy costs. Through this partnership we will provide enhanced
solutions that will play a leading role in the development of
buildings of the future,”
said Roland Kasper,
CEO of Systemair.
Toshiyuki Takagi,
Executive Ofﬁcer of
Panasonic Corporation
and President of
Panasonic AirConditioner pictured
with Gerald Engström,
Chairman and founder
of Systemair.

News April 2019.indd 1

Grafton Merchanting Four Peaks challenge
Grafton Merchanting
ROI will take on the Four
Peaks Challenge in May
to raise funds for Focus
´Ireland, CMRF Crumlin,
Pieta House and Cystic
Fibrosis Ireland.
The team has already
started training for the
demanding four-day
challenge and the
fundraising drive to
raise the €40,000 target
is already underway.
Photo shows Patrick
Atkinson with Ronan
O’Gara, Pat Moore,
Ciaran Kelly and Carmel
O’Flaherty.

T Bourke continued growth
Due to continuous company expansion and business
growth, T Bourke has made the following appointments:
• Ciara Byrne, Health & Safety Ofﬁcer;
• Peter Lynch, Estimator;
• Graham Merrigan, Projects Engineer;
• Sinead Vivash, Accounts;
• Alex Whyte, Junior Engineer.

Peter Lynch, Estimator with Ciara Byrne, Health & Safety Ofﬁcer, Sinead
Vivash, Accounts and Graham Merrigan, Projects Engineer.

Established in 1968, T Bourke has a reputation for highquality installations with experience across all industry sectors,
from residential and commercial to process and pharma. It is
one of Ireland’s leading mechanical and electrical contractors
and this year celebrates 50 years in business.
David Doherty, Business Development Director, commented:
“We are expanding our ofﬁce support services and
strengthening project teams in order to maintain our high
quality and service offering, and are delighted to welcome
our new recruits on board.”

31/03/2019 12:17

YOUR IDEAL SOLUTIONS PARTNER,
TRUST WILO.
www.wilo.ie

Your ideal partner for the future of pump technology - Wilo have what it takes as a manufacturer who can
truly understand the many applications of our products in real-world situations. Staying abreast of Global
Megatrends enables us to develop products which are ready for the challenges of tomorrow. Digitalisation and
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cope with the demands of globalisation and urbanisation.
T: +353 (0)1 426 0000 | E: sales@wilo.ie
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EUROPEAN PERFECTION
THE MITSUBISHI SRK-ZS

TEMPERATURE CONTROL FOR

TODAY & TOMORROW

www.mhiae.com
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Elegant Timeless Design
The ZS series of wall mounted airconditioners has been stylishly designed
by an Italian design studio with rounded
contours to create an elegant and
sophisticated European image.

R32 Range Available Now!

Available from our distributors

The entire ZS range is now also available using R32
refrigerant. This next generation refrigerant boasts a
70% less Global Warming Potential than R410A, this
combined with a reduced refrigerant charge due to a 50%
increase in its refrigeration efficiency creates a positive
step forward in environmental responsibility.

www.mhiae.com

MHI RHP April 2019.indd 1
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British Agrément opens
Dublin ofﬁce
The British Board of Agrément, the UK’s
leading construction products certiﬁcation body, has
opened an ofﬁce in Dublin (BBA EU), allowing it to
explore new avenues for growth outside the UK.
The move is also intended to reassure clients in the UK
and Europe of the BBA’s commitment to maintaining a
normal trading position post Brexit.
Construction product certiﬁcation specialist Oriola
Davies, a qualiﬁed mechanical engineer who has worked
for the BBA for more than a decade, has relocated from
the BBA’s headquarters in Watford, Hertfordshire, to
Dublin to help establish BBA EU
Richard Beale, BBA Commercial Director, said the move
was an important step in enabling the organisation to
continue providing product certiﬁcation and Agrément
Certiﬁcates for European clients and customers in Ireland.
Contact: BBA EU. Tel: 01 - 259 7530;
email: clientservices@bbaeu.ie

Condair Humidiﬁcation CPS for FMS
Condair is offering a new CIBSE-approved seminar on
humidiﬁcation for facility managers. It provides an overview
of the different humidiﬁer types, the service requirements
for each, details an FM’s responsibilities in relation to L8,
and offers trouble-shooting tips for common humidiﬁer
issues.
The CPD seminar is ideal
for any contracted or inhouse FM team working
with or looking to install a
humidiﬁcation system. The
session is free, one-hour
long and conveniently
delivered over lunchtime
at a company’s site or
ofﬁce. Condair will even
pick-up the catering bill.
The CIBSE accreditation
means that the seminar’s
content has been veriﬁed
to be unbiased, up-to-date and technically accurate. It
also enables attendees to gain CIBSE CPD points from the
convenience of their own premises.
Contact: Condair. Tel: + 353 (0)91 - 507 120; or visit
www.condair.ie/cpd

News April 2019.indd 4

Sirus and Siemens celebrations
Sirus, the Dublin-based building environmental control and
energy management provider, is celebrating 25 years of partnership
with Siemens. Steve Loughney, Head of Products for Siemens in the UK
and Ireland, made a presentation to Michael White, Managing Director
of Sirus to mark the milestone at a gathering in Shelbourne Park,
Dublin, recently.
Steve commended the
entrepreneurial spirit of Sirus staff
saying: “Sirus are pushing the
boundaries of what’s possible with our
technology and that is actually helping
us as an organisation to push our
technology forward.”
Twenty-ﬁve years ago, Sirus signed
the partnership agreement with Staefa
Control Systems, a Swiss company
with a high-end BMS product with a
small market share in Ireland. David
Smithson and James Byrne were the
visionaries and the drivers behind
Steve Loughney of Siemens
the partnership. Brendan Moran and pictured with Michael White of
Sirus.
Richard Neeve were also key to the
negotiation and subsequent signing of the agreement. At the time,
Sirus was a small company with just a few engineers but David saw
their potential.
Steve Loughney said: “It wasn’t about the size of the organisation, it
was actually about the vision and the passion of the organisation at the
time, and that’s been maintained through those years.”
Since then, Siemens and Sirus have worked together making Siemens
the number one BMS in pharmaceuticals in Ireland and securing many
prestigious pharmaceutical projects.
In 2018, Sirus were awarded Expert Solutions Partner status by
Siemens, the only one in Ireland. In reference to this, Steve Loughney
said: “The standard and level of technical capability is what sets Sirus
apart.”
Michael White thanked Steve Loughney saying: “The core team at
Siemens has been a huge support to Sirus over the years.”

The Sirus and Siemens teams at the celebratory event.
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Do you
remember? …

Battery Storage at Arsenal

1979
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Arsenal FC is installing a battery storage system
(BSS) that will hold enough energy to run Emirates
Stadium from kick-off to full time. The 3MW/3.7MWh
BSS, one of the largest at any sports ground in the world
at present and the ﬁrst at a UK football club, will cut
electricity bills and earn money by supporting a lowcarbon grid.

Arsenal is the ﬁrst UK Premiership club to invest in battery storage
on this scale.

It will go live this November, having been installed by
Pivot Power in the basement of the stadium, with further
storage capacity to be added in summer 2019. Pivot
Power will operate the BSS for 15 years.
The 3MW BSS has been designed to meet Arsenal’s
peak consumption and will store enough energy to run
the 60,000-seater Emirates Stadium for an entire match.
It could power up to 2,700 homes for two hours … more
than enough time to watch the match at home.

Padraic O’Connor, Director SISK
Padraic O’Connor has been appointed Building Services Director,
Ireland, at Sisk. Padraic joined the company in 1997 and has led the
Sisk Building Services Team in
Ireland since 2014.
Padraic’s key objective in his
new role will be to future-proof
the building services offering by
aligning it to an evolving business
strategy. He will also ensure that
project delivery avails of DPD and
other technologies, plus future
innovations, that will allow the
company to continue to add real
value for clients.
Padraic’s deep technical
knowledge and years of experience make him the ideal person to lead
the Sisk team of building services staff that numbers 39 in Ireland with
a further six working across its expanding European projects portfolio.

News April 2019.indd 5

In 1979, Pope John Paul II arrives in Ireland for a three-day visit.
A crowd of 1.25 million people gathers to greet him … that’s just
over one-quarter of the population. The highlight of the visit is a
special mass in the
Phoenix Park. An
estimated 750,000
people witness his
motorcade travel
through Dublin city.
Also in 1979,
T Bourke wins the
tender bid to install
mechanical services
at Tralee General
Hospital. At that
time, Tralee was served by St Catherine’s Hospital which was
located in Rathass on the grounds of what is now the Áras an
Chontae Buildings,
or the headquarters
of Kerry County
Council. Tralee
General Hospital
was a new-build on
a green-ﬁeld site.
The project was a
sizeable challenge
with full mechanical
services including
associated medical
gases. Today, the
hospital is known
as University
Hospital Kerry.
Established in 1968, today T Bourke is one of
Ireland’s leading mechanical and electrical
contractors. The company has
a reputation for high-quality
installations with experience
across all industry sectors
including commercial,
process and pharmaceutical.

www.tbourke.com

31/03/2019 12:15
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Euro Gas Audi Solution
Euro Gas, working closely with Riverside Mechanical, recently completed work on the new
Audi South Dublin showroom. Given the nature of the building, the heating within the aftersales
area is of critical importance. This huge service area can cope with 18 vehicles at one time. Riverside
Mechanical turned to Euro Gas to help with this application.
The solution came in the form of Reznor Vision radiant tubes. As the units are hung from the
ceiling, the radiant heaters produce infrared heat that is directed downwards to low level by the
inbuilt reﬂectors. The energy passes inertly though the air, dissipating as heat upon contact with
people and surfaces, thus
creating comfortable, all
round radiant warmth.
This helps by reducing
wasteful heating of
empty spaces.
The installation was
straight-forward and the
performance has matched
the client’s expectations.
Euro Gas helped with the
selection and also the ﬂue
design.
The interior of the service
area in the new Audi Centre
Sandyford, Co Dublin.

Temporary change to heat pump
efﬁciency values
Following the feedback received to date, the SEAI Home Energy Grant programmes
are making a temporary allowance on the minimum efﬁciency values for heat pump systems.
These temporary changes are depicted in the table below. This change is valid only until
30 June 2019 to allow for a further period of review. At the end of this period these values
may be adjusted depending on the outcome of this review, and on the minimum efﬁciencies
that will be speciﬁed in the upcoming Part L. Any queries in the meantime contact the SEAI
Helpdesk at email: contractor@betterenergyhomes.ie or Tel: 01 - 808 2100.
Space Heating

DHW

Heat Pump
Type

Ecodesign Ës
(55oC) [%]

SCOP/A

DEAP Main
Space Heating
Efﬁciency [%]

Ecodesign
Ëwh [%]

DEAP Main
Water Heating
Efﬁciency [%]

Air to Water

125 110

N/A

350 300

72 64

180 160

Ground to Water

125 110

N/A

350 300

72 64

180 160

Exhaust Air to Water

125 110

N/A

350 300

72 64

180 160

Water to Water

125 110

N/A

350 300

72 64

180 160

N/A

3.5 3.0

350 300

N/A

N/A

Air to Air

News April 2019.indd 2

Further date
extension for
regulation of
non-domestic
gas works
The CRU has decided
to further postpone
the introduction of
registration for nondomestic gas installers
to help ensure the
important safety change
is introduced as
smoothly as possible.

The regulation of
non-domestic gas works
will now start from
January 2021. From
then, non-domestic gas
works (natural gas and
LPG) can only be carried
out by a Registered Gas
Installer (RGI).
The non-domestic gas
safety training course
will not be affected and
installers should
continue with gaining
certiﬁcation as, without
it, they may not meet
the requirements to
carry out non-domestic
gas works from January
2021.
The postponement
does not affect domestic
gas works such as
installation or servicing.
These remain regulated
and should only be
carried out by an RGI.

31/03/2019 12:08
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EXCEED now open for
grant applications
Applications to the SEAI Excellence in Energy
Efﬁcient Design (EXEED) scheme (Building Services
News, Nov/Dec 2018, Page 54) are now open. A fund of
up to F6 million is available for projects delivering best
practice in the design, construction and management of
buildings for optimum energy efﬁciency.
Successful applicants will be currently in the design
phase of planning capital projects for new or existing
buildings. In order to qualify for a grant, participants
must follow the SEAI EXEED standard and embed energy
efﬁciency measures in the design of their projects.
Full details at seai.ie

IN-DUCT
EVAPORATIVE
COOLING

When used in an AHU, the
Condair ME delivers up to
800kW of cooling from less
than 1kW of electricity.
Put Condair technology at
the heart of your free air
cooling strategy.
Condair ME
Evaporative cooler

John O’Sullivan, Head of Department for Development, SEAI with
Richard Bruton, TD, Minister for Communications, Climate Action
and Environment, and Brian McGill, owner of the Iveagh Garden
Hotel, who has beneﬁtted from the EXCEED scheme.

Outside air

Evaporative
cooler

Supply air

Funding for commercial heat pumps
The SEAI Support Scheme for Renewable Heat is a
government-funded initiative designed to increase the energy
generated for heat from renewable sources. SEAI is now
accepting applications for renewable heating systems that
use the following technologies:
• Air source heat pumps;
• Ground source heat pumps;
• Water source heat pumps.
The installation grant provides funding of up to 30% of
eligible costs to successful applicants. The scheme is open to
commercial, industrial, agricultural, district heating, public
sector and non-domestic heat users.
Details: www.seai.ie/sustainable-solutions/support-schemerenewable-/

News April 2019.indd 3

Return air

Exhaust air

Contact us for free expert advice
Tel: +353 (0)91 507120
Email: ie.sales@condair.com
Web: www.condair.ie

Humidification and
Evaporative Cooling
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S&P single room
heat recovery
Respiro Series

to the humidity level (model RD),
ensuring excellent indoor air
quality.

The S&P Respiro Series is a decentralised
ventilation unit, with heat recovery, designed for
use in single rooms in domestic or commercial
applications. The elegant front cover design
allows its adaptation to any environment which
means that it is suitable for all manner and scale
of project. Measuring just 160mm in diameter, it
features a brushless motor with low
consumption electronic control.

• Filter at both ends of the
exchanger;

Key characteristics and beneﬁts
include:
• Ceramic heat exchanger;
• Alternative ventilation system;
• 70-second cycles in supply and
extraction;

• Defrost control not required;
• Flow up to 30 m3/h, Model 100;
• Flow up to 60 m3/h, Model 150;
• Supply voltage 230V.

The ventilation system
is delivered via a reversing motor
and a ceramic heat exchanger with
a performance up to 93%, and
protected by a G3 ﬁlter at both
ends. Designed for continuous
operation, the unit adjusts the
airﬂow proportionally in relation

Model 150
• Two speeds per manual control.
Model 150 RD
• Three speeds;
• Wireless controller;
• Possibility of synchronsing
different equipment (up to 16);
• Proportional ﬂow according
to hygrostat;

Detail showing the
elegant design of the
front cover of the
Respiro Series single
room heat recovery
unit and (above right)
a cross-section of the
interior showing the
ceramic heat exchanger.

S&P edit.indd 1

Remote control model features
include:
• Three speeds;
• Humidity control;
• Modes: Extraction only, supply
only, reversing impulsion and
extraction;
• Security is only activated if
humidity exceeds the limit.
Contact: Soler & Palau Ventilation
Ireland. Tel: 01 – 412 4020;
email: sales.ie@solerpalau.com;
www.solerpalau.ie Q

31/03/2019 12:19

DESIGN
The systematic approach
to communual heating.
We take each specification seriously, configuring our heating packages to ensure you achieve
complete client satisfaction with straightforward, carefully designed systems that are delivered
on time and in budget.

SUPPLY

Both our COMMERCIAL UNDERFLOOR HEATING & HEAT INTERFACE UNIT PACKAGES
have been created in collaboration with HVAC manufacturer, GIACOMINI.
Building on our longstanding partnership and
expertise we can confidently provide full
design and technical support.

SUPPORT

To chat about your
project please contact:
Davies Industrial
Including: Extra-Care Housing, Hospitals,
Apartment Complexes, Schools, Student
Accomodation, Offices and Retail.

IBC Davies Advert.indd 1

Tel: 01-8511700
Email: info@davies.ie
Web: www.davies.ie

27/09/2018 11:53
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Energy efﬁciency …
whatever the weather
As householders and installers strive to make domestic
heating systems more energy and cost-effective, a
greater understanding of weather compensation and
how it works could make it a popular addition to boiler
installations. Paul Clancy, Managing Director of Baxi
Potterton Myson, explains more.
Weather compensation has
been the norm in Germany since 1985
and the Building Regulations in
England were updated recently to
include weather compensation as one
of four technologies to choose from
when installing a combi boiler, in
addition to time and temperature
controls, in order to comply.
Put simply, weather compensation
measures the temperature outside
and tells the boiler how hard it
needs to work to reach set inside
temperature, without wasting any
energy to get there.
It is quick and easy to install and
commission. It ﬁts neatly onto a
north-facing wall and is then wired
back to the boiler. To commission
weather compensation, it is necessary
to select and set the appropriate
heating curve from the options
supplied by the manufacturer. This is
based on the approximate thermal
performance of the building and the
type of heat emitters in the home.
Baxi weather compensation sensor (right)
and Baxi IFOS ﬂue and sensor (below).

Baxi edit.indd 1

This will then determine how the
boiler responds to external
temperature readings, ensuring
the best match between efﬁcient
operation and thermal comfort.
The boiler will burn the amount of
fuel required to match the heat lost
from the building by using the external
temperature as a reference point,
meaning the internal temperature is
more consistent throughout the year.
The boiler ﬂow temperature will be
reduced for most of the year, while
still maintaining constant comfort.
The lower temperatures mean the

boiler will run longer in condensing
mode, when it is at its most efﬁcient.
Once it is set up, weather
compensation really is “ﬁt and
forget”, and the efﬁciency beneﬁts are
locked in. The end-user simply operates
the room thermostat and programmer
as normal and the weather
compensation system will modulate
the boiler ﬂow temperature to suit.
When outdoor temperatures rise, the
demand on the boiler is reduced. This
means less energy usage and lower
fuel bills. When outdoor temperatures
fall, the system has to work harder
but, because the energy feeds into the
building gradually, the extra heat is
delivered extremely efﬁciently.
However, when the outdoor
temperatures are higher, the reduced
ﬂow temperature means the radiators
won’t get as hot as the homeowner
expects. Installers are often called
back to homes after weather
compensation has been ﬁtted because
the customer thinks the system isn’t
working properly. It is important to
note that even though radiators may
be cooler, the heating system is
working at optimum energy efﬁciency,
and will help them save money on
their fuel bills.
An added advantage is that it
reduces unnecessary wear and tear
caused by boiler cycling which can be
an unwanted side-effect when using
simple on/off control.
Baxi’s new patented “In Flue
Outdoor Sensor”, Baxi IFOS, makes the
installation of weather compensation
even easier still and cost-effective. The
sensor housing clips quickly and easily
onto the air duct of the horizontal ﬂue
terminal, regardless of the aspect of
the wall, because it ﬁts under the air
duct and is kept out of direct sunlight.
Meanwhile, the cable runs back to
the boiler through the ﬂue air duct,
removing the need to drill walls and
route unsightly cables.
Contact: Baxi Potterton Myson.
Tel: 01 – 4590870; email: sales@
potterton-myson.ie Q

31/03/2019 12:20

Fans & Controls

Heat Recovery

Ductwork
Air Curtains

Dampers
VCD Smoke & Fire
Access Doors

Support Systems

Air Terminals

Improving air, because we care
SIG Air Handling, supporting you with:
• Sound, impartial advice

Contact us today for more
details or to arrange a site visit

• Technical, specialist expertise and legislation guidance
• Comprehensive ranges via our nationwide distribution network
• Products delivered exactly where and when you need them

01 895 1702
enquiries@sigairhandling.ie

• Fast, ﬂexible, reliable

www.sigairhandling.ie
We have everything you need to get on with the job - fast!

SIG Air Handling Advert April 2019.indd 1
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C&F Quadrant extended
warranties boost sales
C&F Quadrant has
announced extended
warranties across its
extensive boiler range
with models from the
Glow-worm and Vaillant
portfolios now carrying
7-year and 10-year
warranties, depending
on brand and model type
chosen. In addition to
customer peace of mind,
these extended warranties
give the installer an added
selling feature.
As regular appliance and
system servicing is directly linked to
the warranties, they also generate
additional business opportunities for
installers while strengthening the
installer/customer relationship.
Even the customer warranty forms
forge productive installer/customer
relationships in that they are clearly
written, easy to understand, and come
with an easy to understand homeowner
guide that highlights the key areas that
need to be covered in a service.
The C&F Quadrant heating portfolio
comprises a vast range of boiler
solutions from the market-leading
Glow-worm and Vaillant brands.
There are boilers to suit virtually every
application and they can be viewed
on the C&F Quadrant website at
www.cfquadrant.ie
However, brief details of a few
selected models are featured here.
The Glow-worm Energy System
boiler is a high-quality, high-efﬁciency
boiler made from automotive-grade
aluminium that makes it very easy to
handle and install. Incorporating a
high-quality aluminium heat exchanger,
the Energy System boiler has a modern

C&F edit.indd 1

high-impact design suited to modern
homes and comes with a bright, easyto-read, LCD display, a smart timeless
case design and super-quiet running.
Energy System boiler is ErP A-rated
and comes in an extensive range of
outputs for various applications,
including 12kW, 15kW, 18kW, 25kW
and 30kW models. It now comes with a
7-year warranty when installed by an
authorised RGI contractor and serviced
as per the terms and conditions.
As for Vaillant, the new generation
Vailant ecoTEC appliances – now with
a 10-year warranty – are more efﬁcient
and durable than ever before and are so
compact that they ﬁt in the smallest
niche. They provide single and multi-

Glow-worm has received a ﬁve star
TrustScore rating on Trustpilot off
the back of over 2,000 independent
reviews. This is a true testament that
Glow-worm produces high-quality
boilers and that end-users beneﬁt
from the outstanding teamwork
between heating engineers and
the brand.

family houses with central heating and
hot water at all times.
Vaillant ecoTEC uses an electronic
gas-air mix system and operates with
optimum modulation. This reduces
energy consumption and emissions,
and also increases the efﬁciency of
water heating.
If space is at a premium the
cupboard-sized Vaillant ecoFIT pure
combination boiler is the perfect
solution. It is designed to be ﬂexible,
with a rear ﬂue option available to give
more choice of location. The ecoFIT
pure’s powerful aluminum heat
exchanger offers outstanding
performance and low energy
consumption for any home.
It’s smart too and can reduce itself
to just 20% of its maximum output
when the demand drops and, because
it works with vSMART™, the homeowner
can control the heating system via
the internet.
Extended warranties require all
boilers to be installed by an authorised
RGI contractor and serviced as per
the terms and conditions.
Contact: C&F Quadrant.
Tel: 01 – 630 5757;
email: sales@cfquadrant.ie;
www.cfquadrant.ie Q
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DIAL BEFORE YOU DIG YOURSELF INTO A HOLE
Hitting a gas pipeline could mean major disruption to your work,
or much worse. If you’re planning to break ground, always check
the location of gas pipelines ﬁrst.

Call 1850 42 77 47 or email dig@gasnetworks.ie
09254RO Building Services News FP Suburban.indd 1
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VSH POWERPRESS
integrated piping system from Pegler
The VSH PowerPress product range is a press
system designed for thick-wall steel pipe according
to DIN EN 10255, EN10220 and ASTM A53, A106,
A135, A795 (schedule 10 to 40) standards. By
using the VSH PowerPress system installation
times are reduced signiﬁcantly and a clean
working environment is assured.
The VSH PowerPress system offers
installers a complete solution coupled
with great ﬂexibility. It consists of ﬁttings
and the appropriate tools and can be
used on standard available steel pipes.
Furthermore, VSH PowerPress ﬁttings can
be used in conjunction with other brands
of press tools.
Some of the key features and beneﬁts
of the VSH PowerPress system are:

• Clear identiﬁcation of materials
and dimensions;
• “Leak before press” function;
• Suitable for heating and cooling
installations;
• Full line of valves.
In order to ensure high-value
manufacturing, Pegler employs laserwelding technology and all welded
ﬁttings (100%) undergo leak testing. The
leak testing is fully automated and
incorporated in the laser-welding process.
All straight connectors with a threaded
end are made from a single piece so that
there is no risk of leakage and it is more
compact for recessed pipework.
With VSH PowerPress systems the
quality of the connection is mainly
determined by the tool and not the
installer, thereby considerably reducing
the risk of errors during installation. All
ﬁttings are ﬁtted with a “Leak Before

BSS edit.indd 1

• The use of VSH PowerPress dispenses
with the need for complicated
clamping techniques, time-consuming
preparations and drying time –
installation is faster and cleaner;
• No lubrication needed for installation;
• Easy insertion of the pipe in the ﬁtting
due to the special design of the
ﬁttings;

• Simple, fast connection technology;
• Visual press indicator;

Easy and clean
Compared to other “cold” connection
methods, VSH PowerPress is an extremely
user-friendly solution. Strengths include:

• No need to thread the pipes;

• Professional press tools;
• Fittings from 1/2” to 2”;

Next to the LBP function, all ﬁttings
are also equipped with a Visu-Control®
feature. After ﬁnishing the pressing
procedure the Visu-Control® ring will
snap from the ﬁtting, immediately
showing which ﬁtting has been pressed.
This eliminates the need for marking
already-pressed ﬁttings afterwards,
adding additional safety and saving time.

Press” (LBP) function which reduces
the risk even further. This LBP function
ensures that ﬁttings which have not
been pressed will leak during the initial
pressure test so the installer can
immediately see which ﬁttings he forgot
to press. Once pressed, the system is
guaranteed airtight and watertight.

• Short radius bends ensure compact
and space-saving installation.
The above features ensure that
no special skills are required for an
installation and that the work can
be carried out in a pleasant and
safe environment.
Contact: BSS Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 416 5100;
www.email: 1930.sales@bssgroup.com;
www.bssireland.ie Q

Top: Pegler employs laser-welding
technology and all welded ﬁttings
(100%) undergo leak testing.
VSH PowerPress
system.
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heating through innovation

MYSON

INTRODUCING
THE MYSON
SECOND-GENERATION
WIFI CONTROLLED
PROGRAMMABLE
THERMOSTAT
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SMART CHOICE
The TOUCH2 WIFI is the second
generation wifi thermostat from MYSON.
So easy to set up and configure on your
‘Smart phone’ or ‘Tablet’.

K

SMART CONTROL
The Geo Location feature will support
multi user smart phone to deactivate
and reactivate when leaving and
returning home.

SMART START
With Smart start, holiday and hold
settings, plus room temperature history.
The TOUCH2 WIFI offers you a smarter
way to control your heating.

www.baxipottertonmyson.ie www.myson.co.uk

TM

Potterton Myson (Irl) Limited
Unit F6, Calmount Park
Calmount Road
Ballymount, Dublin 12
Tel: 01 – 459 0870
email: sales@potterton-myson.ie
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TIDL THERMAL COVERS
… Irish-manufactured,
‘just-in-time’ solutions
Thermal Insulation Distributors Ltd (TIDL) is the leading
Irish distributor of insultation solutions for thermal,
ﬁre and noise control applications across the full
spectrum of the commercial, domestic and industrial
markets. In addition to products and systems, it offers
expert technical advice and guidance to specifying
professionals and installers, especially in relation to
regulatory controls and compliance.
While there are ﬁve divisions in
the company, the focus for this article
is the Thermal Insulation Division. TIDL
insulation covers are the leading brand
of purpose-designed, reusable covers
offering excellent insulation beneﬁts
for a wide range of equipment
including valves, ﬂanges, caloriﬁers,
strainers, separators, actuators,
heat exchangers, pumps, etc.
This hugely-popular and effective
product has been independently
tested and certiﬁed to the stringent
Class “O” Building Regulation British
Standard, conforming to BS 476
Part 6 (ﬁre propagation) and Part 7
(Class 1 rating awarded for surface
spread of ﬂame).
A key strength is TIDL’s own,
in-house, insulation manufacturing
division which is Ireland’s premier
supplier of bespoke insulation
solutions. It supplies tailor-made
insulation products, not just for
industry, but for the entire OEM
market. By providing custom-made
insulation kits for all types of
applications, customers don’t need
to stock unﬁnished insulation raw
materials. In addition to reducing
stock levels and any possible health
and safety issues, it also means more
streamlined scheduling thanks to
TIDL’s “just-in-time” delivery service.

TIDL edit.indd 1

Key features and beneﬁts of TIDL’s
product and thermal insulation
solutions includes:
• Superb savings on energy bills;
• Personnel protection from heat
fatigue and possible skin burns;
• Very easy ﬁtting and quick removal
for maintenance;
• Covers are completely reusable;

• Class “O” certiﬁcation;
• Rapid pay-back/savings;
• Made from heat-resistant materials
to withstand temperatures of up
to 250ºC/482ºF (higher resistant
covers available);
• Special covers available where
acidic resistance required;
• Safe to touch;
• Manufactured in accordance with
ISO9001: 2015 Quality
Management System;
• Water repellent;
• Protection against frost damage;
• Competitively priced;
• Manufactured in Ireland.
A typical recent project example
detailing the energy efﬁciencies and
pay-pack period is the solution
provided to Server Industries Ltd in
Arklow. The cost of covers for the six
LPHW systems in the plantroom was
F1650. Annual savings are of the
order of F549 so the pay-back period
is approximately 2.25 years.
Safety was also a major beneﬁt as
the risk of burns or injury are almost
eliminated by installing this type of
cover. Surface temperatures of 80ºC
were present at the Arklow site
before the work was carried out.
Other major clients include:
IT sector: All leading iconic brands;
Education: DCU, UCD, NUIG,
Ballincoig School, Trinity College;
Medical: The Mater Hospital,
St Vincents University Hospital,
University Hospital Waterford,
Cork University Hospital,
Tullamore Hospital;
Food and Beverage: All leading
iconic brands;
Pharmaceutical: Pﬁzer, Servier
Industries Ltd, Merck Sharp & Dohme,
Novartis, Janssen, Alexion, West
Pharma, Abbotts;
Energy and petro chemical: Shell,
Bord Gais, ESB Huntstown, ESB
Moneypoint, Great Island,
Lanesborough, West Offaly.

TIDL insulation covers are the leading brand
of purpose-designed, reusable covers.

Contact: Thermal Insulation
Distributors. Tel: 01 - 882 9990;
email: sales@tidl.ie; www.tidl.ie Q
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Come see us at PLUMBEX 2019
Dublin on 29/30 May at
Citywest Hotel, Co Dublin

DUBLIN

ecoTEC plus
combi from
Vaillant

Energy system
boiler from
Glow-worm

ecoFIT pure
combi from
Vaillant

The ﬂexible combination
boiler for any home

ErP A-rated system boiler

The cupboard-size combination
boiler for any home

• High performance, control
and efﬁciency;

• High quality aluminium heat
exchanger;
• FREE 10-year
guarantee out
of the box with
option to
extend;

• Precision heating
that reduces
fuel bills
• A wide range of
heating control
options, from
simple boiler
timer right up to
the vSMART™
smartphone app;

• Compact enough
to ﬁt in a kitchen
cupboard;

• Compact size
– ﬁts perfectly
in kitchen
cupboards;

• Delivers hot water within ﬁve
seconds (and no need for a storage
tank or cylinder);
• 10-year warranty as standard
when installed by an accredited
RGI installer.

• High performance
build, smart
controls and
efﬁciency;

• ErP A rated for efﬁciency – helping
to reduce energy bills;
• High efﬁciency modulating
Grundfos pump;
• 7-year warranty as standard
when installed by an accredited
RGI installer

• A full range of
heating control
options, from the
simple analogue timers to the
vSMART™ smartphone app;
• Quiet Mark approved, meaning it’s
one of the quietest products in its
category;
• 7-year warranty as standard
when installed by an accredited
RGI installer

Vaillant and Glow-worm domestic gas boilers now come with 7-year and 10-year
warranty options. Contact C&F Quadrant for further details.

C&F Quadrant Ltd.

Unit L40,
Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Dublin 10
Tel: +353-1-630 5757 Fax: +353-1-630 5715
Email: sales@cfquadrant.ie

www.cfquadrant.ie
C&F Advert April 2019 NEW.indd 1
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SIG Air Handling
… your HVAC
solutions partner
SIG Air Handling is a
leading supplier of HVAC
solutions with a product
portfolio of market-leading
brands catering for the
heating, ventilation and
air conditioning sectors.
It is the new dedicated air
movement division of the
multi-national SIG Group
which had turnover of €2.7
billion in 2018 and caters
for everything from facades
and construction accessories
through to insulation,
interiors, rooﬁng, technical
insulation and air handling.
SIG Air Handling in Dublin is the
air movement division of SIG Ireland
and its focus is on delivering HVAC
project solutions in partnership with
installers, mechanical engineers and
architects. Indoor air quality is now
very much to the fore with the WELL
building movement and imminent

publication/enactment of the revised
Part F of the Building Regulations
further highlighting its importance. The
drive towards deep retroﬁt and NZEB
also emphasis its signiﬁcance.
“It is against this background that
we have developed our air handling
and technical insulation product ranges
and service offering,” says Chris Satell,
Business Development Manager, SIG
Air Handling. “We provide solutions
for energy efﬁcient and healthy
indoor air quality with expertise in
various market segments, ranging
from domestic housing, ofﬁces and
warehouses to hospitals and schools.
“In everything we do we deliver
solutions that improve indoor air
quality in all aspects, from design
in BIM through to ﬁnal delivery.
In addition, our technically-skilled
staff support the project from the
initial design phase right up to
commissioning and maintenance. We
also ensure that the ﬁnal solution is
compliant with all relevant regulatory
and standard requirements.”

As a leading HVAC product and
service provider SIG Air Handling also
operates a rigorous quality control
regime that includes both internal
testing and tests by independent, thirdparty accredited test houses. Eurovent
certiﬁcates, EN ﬁre reports, dust control
tests and hygiene label veriﬁcation are
all available on request.
SIG Air Handling’s product portfolio
includes a mix of own-brand and
international market-leading brands
that are all recognised for the quality
and scope of applications they cater
for (see panel below). They are selected
to ensure comprehensive HVAC
coverage and enable solutions across
everything from pharmaceutical, data
centre, commercial, ofﬁce ﬁt-out,
retail and ﬁre protection applications.
“Critically,” says Chris Satell, “we
take the collective strengths of these
internationally-renowned product
ranges and brands and apply them
– with our technical and engineering
expertise – to deliver solutions that
are tailored to satisfy local market
requirements. Effectively, we are a
one-stop-shop offering the full
spectrum of HVAC solutions that are
energy efﬁcient, environmentally
friendly, offer long life and are
compliant with all relevant market
standards and regulations.”
Contact: Chris Satell,
SIG Air Handling. Tel: 01 – 895 1702;
Mobile: 087 – 607 3575
email: enquiries@sigairhandling.ie;
www.sigairhandling.ie Q

SIG Own Brands
Cairox and Suﬁx
Partner Brands
Salda, Manrose, RFT,
Brink, Ubbink, Axair,
Polyaire, Tarran, Domus,
Vent Axia, Flakt,
Victoria Fans

SIG edit.indd 1
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AIR CONDITIONING I HEATING

WINNER
BEST RENEWABLE
PRODUCT AT
SEAI ENERGY SHOW
2019

9 City East Business Park,
Ballybrit, Co Galway
Tel: 091-380 038 Fax: 091-380 039

Unitherm Advert April 2019.indd 1

Monobloc

Peamount Business Centre, Newcastle, Co Dublin
Tel: 01-610 9153 Fax: 01-621 2939
Email: info@unithermhs.ie
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Ireland to host
world Lean
Conference
Ireland will host the 27th Annual International
Group for Lean Construction (IGLC) Conference
in Dublin from 1 to 7 July 2019.
It already promises to be the

largest IGLC yet with workshops on
the leading edge of lean construction
practices, keynotes from global
thought leaders, and current best
practice from international and local
case studies. IGLC 2019 will also
bring like-minded thinkers from
Irish and international industry and
research together to openly discuss
the latest research, developments
and thinking. The present and future
of international construction and
project delivery will be challenged.
What is the IGLC?
The IGLC is an integrated
international network and
community of researchers in practice
and academia that has collected a
speciﬁc repository of research from
the members of the community and
their associates. It showcases new
thinking, knowledge and practices
that have been developed, funded
and implemented by pioneering
researchers in lean organisations

LEAN Conference.indd 2

in the architecture, engineering,
construction and facilities
management (AECFM) sector.
Many of the lean principles,
methods and practices used by the

Paul Ebbs, the Conference Chair, is
Associate Consultant, Continuous
Improvement Services, WSP in the UK.

pioneers of today’s AECFM sector
such as US M&E specialists Southland
Industries are documented in the
IGLC repository (e.g. Last Planner®
System; Target Value Design; Virtual
Design and Construction). These
methods are used to engage trades
early in project delivery to leverage
their knowledge and experience
and produce better project results,
including more proﬁt by signiﬁcantly
improving coordination and
sequencing of work which results
in much less rework! Many of the
pioneers and thought leaders of
lean construction will be part of
the week-long event.
IGLC 2019
This year’s event promises to be the
largest IGLC yet. The week is split
into four key parts – workshop day,
industry day, 3-day research
conference, and a 2-day PhD
Summer School.
Workshop day
This will be located in Dublin Castle
and has 10 different options to
choose from. The workshops are
designed to help those either
beginning or at more advanced
stages of their lean journeys.
Participants will learn from, and
interact with, internationallyrecognised lean leaders in design
and construction. Topics will include
an introduction to lean; target-value
design; gemba walks; simple
framework for integrating project
delivery; the better building model;
choosing by advantages; creating
enthusiasm for lean on your project;
facilitating effective lean sessions;
takt planning and the role of
language and moods in successful
project delivery.
Workshop day wraps up with
“meet the authors” where the likes
of David Umstot, Rafael Sacks, Hal
Macomber, Klaus Lemke, Dean Reed,
Atul Khanzode, Tom Richert and
Marton Marosszeky will answer some
more of the burning questions raised
by the workshop participants during

31/03/2019 12:24

We’re with you
every step of the way

We don’t just guarantee our
products, we guarantee
the complete system
We design and oversee manufacture of our own products, test them
beyond normal parameters, prove they perform in the most demanding
environments, and fully guarantee each and every one.
In addition to product guarantees, Pegler provides Warranty Plus

the advantages of
Warranty Plus
•
• expert risk management

for completed integrated systems. Warranty Plus services include

• reassurance and conﬁdence

commissioning, water treatment dosing and ﬂushing and total systems

• 25-year guarantee
• single point of contact

BSS (Ireland) Ltd.
Incorporating Pegler & Louden Ireland
White Heather Industrial Estate
/ 301 South Circular Road
/ Dublin 8
tel:

/ Ireland
01 416 5100

fax:

01 416 5165

email:

1930.sales@bssgroup.com

www.bssireland.ie
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senior lean construction academics
and experts. This two-day event
supports in-depth discussion of
current research in the
ﬁeld of lean construction.
See full details on IGLC 2019
at www.iglc2019.comQ

Conference speakers

Croke Park Conference Centre, Dublin

the day about implementing and
sustaining lean.
Industry day
This will take place in Croke Park
and will have four sessions run in a
single stream with “Ted Talk ”style
18-minute presentations and audience
engagement. Participants will hear
about lean leadership and culture
in Ireland from Ardmac, DPS, Mace
and more. From an international
perspective, current best practice case
studies will be shared from the UK,
US, Peru, Norway, Denmark and
Germany.
The presentations and panel
discussions will explore how purpose,
culture, mind-set and team building
are at the heart of successful project
delivery. Industry day also includes
dedicated panels to address the
burning questions gathered
throughout the day from the
audience. The panelists include lean
coaches David Umstot, Jason Klous,
Randi Christensen, Cynthia Tsao and
Steve Ward, in addition to the
“godparents” of lean construction
Glenn Ballard, Iris Tommelein, Lauri
Koskela and Luis Alarcon.
The 3-day research conference
Again to be held in Croke Park, the
conference will be chaired by
Professors Christine Pasquire and
Farook Hamzeh. It is structured to

LEAN Conference.indd 3

engage Irish and international
industry with the latest output and
developments in lean construction
from around the globe. These are
either in use, ready for market, in
exploratory and developmental
stage or blue skies research that will
shape the future of lean construction
and project delivery.
Papers are being submitted under
the following themes: (1) Contract
and Cost Management; (2) Enabling
Lean with Information Technology;
(3) Lean and BIM; (4) Lean Theory;
(5) People, Culture and Change;
(6) Product Development and Design
Management; (7) Production Planning
and Control; (8) Last Planner® System;
(9) Language Action Perspective;
(10) Production System Design;
(11) Safety, Quality and Green-Lean;
(12) Supply Chain Management and
Off-Site Construction; (13) Learning
and Teaching Lean.
Previous IGLC conference
proceedings are searchable by key
word or authors at www.iglc.net
2-day PhD Summer School
The week concludes with a 2-day PhD
Summer School in the Grangegorman
Campus of Technological University
Dublin. The Summer School provides
an opportunity for 12 PhD research
students (Irish and/or international
applicants) to present their work and
receive feedback from a panel of

Paul Ebbs
Conference Chair;
Alan Mossman
Introduction to Lean Project
Delivery;
Hal Macomber
Lean in Construction;
Jason Klous
Lean Coach Panel;
David Umstot
Target Value Design;
Janosch Dlouhy
Takt Planning;
Annette Schöttle
Collaborative Decisions Using
Choosing by Advantages;
Dean Reed
A Simple Framework for
Integrating Project Delivery;
Leonardo Rischmoller
A Simple Framework for
Integrating Project Delivery;
Cynthia C.Y. Tsao
Lean Project Delivery;
Roar Fosse
Virtual Design and Construction;
Atul Khanzode
A Simple Framework for
Integrating Project Delivery;
Paz Arroyo
Collaborative Decisions Using
Choosing by Advantages;
Glenn Ballard
Meet the Godparents of Lean;
Summer Umstot
Target Value Design;
Marco Binninger
Takt Planning.
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Dublin Branch
Unit 2, Broomhill Business Park
Broomhill Road, Tallaght, Dublin, D24 W6FV

Cork Branch
Lowlands, Tramore Road,
T12 C85H, Cork

Tel: +353 (1) 462 73 11
Email: dublinbranch@dwgeire.ie

Tel: +353 (0) 21 484 7552
Email: corkbranch@dwgeire.ie

Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Supplier
Locally stocked ‘Éire’ conditioning

www.dwgeire.ie

Y

Extensive Local Stock
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Panasonic’s newly-introduced
Aquarea J Generation
scores very highly on energy
efﬁciency, design and
comfort and incorporates
new features that deliver
beneﬁts for both residential
and commercial customers.

Aquarea J Generation with R32
The Aquarea J Generation
features improved heating efﬁciency
compared with the previous
generation, delivering a COP of 5.33
on the WH-UD03JE5 model and a
domestic hot water (DHW) COP of
up to 3.3. From September 2019,
models will be rated A+++ in
low-temperature operation, which is
the highest energy class, according to
the new Energy Labelling Directive
2010/30/EC.
To support a more environmentallyfriendly approach, Aquarea J
Generation uses R32 refrigerant. R32
is easy to recycle, has zero impact on
the ozone layer and 75% less impact
on global warming (in comparison to
R410A), helping to lower the carbon
footprint of a building. It is also a
more economical alternative with
higher efﬁciency (highest SCOP
rating up to +5% vs Aquarea H
Generation) and 30% less refrigerant
used, so customers can enjoy cost
savings as well as signiﬁcant
environmental beneﬁts.
The new J Generation boasts
improved comfort even in extremely
low temperatures, down to -20˚C.

Panasonic edit.indd 1

There are two new sensor positions
available for DHW control – users can
select an option for improved
efﬁciency and the most effective
DHW COP when operating in partload capacity; or, for greater comfort,
simply select an option to reduce
heat-up time when operating in full
load. The J Generation also includes
quieter outdoor units compared to
previous models.
For both system designers and
installers, extended piping lengths
provide further ﬂexibility to cater for
a range of building sizes. The 3kW
and 5kW capacities now have a total
piping length of 25m, and provide
an increased elevation difference
between indoor and outdoor units
from 5m to 20m. Meanwhile, the
7kW and 9kW units reach a higher
limit up to 50m. A 30m elevation
length also increases installation
options for professionals.
For further installation ﬂexibility,
Aquarea J Generation can reach an
output water temperature of 60˚C.
There is also a new chiller function
which can provide cooling down to
10˚C. To maximise the lifetime of an
Aquarea J Generation system models

include a magnetic ﬁltration system
that enhances performances and
removes damaging particles.
For intelligent maintenance
support, Aquarea Service Cloud is
available as part of the Aquarea
Smart Cloud control system. Aquarea
Service Cloud will activate remote
maintenance services whenever users
remotely control or monitor their
heating and DHW. This remote
maintenance function saves time and
installer visits by connecting Aquarea
to a powerful cloud infrastructure to
monitor remote error codes. It also
makes for a quicker response to
faults and other issues.
Offering capacities from 3kW all the
way through to 16kW, the Aquarea
heat pump range is the widest on the
market, with an extensive choice of
high-quality accessories such as fan
coils and enamelled tanks. Suitable
for new-build and refurbishment
projects, the solutions are costeffective and come with minimised
environmental impact.
Contact: Vincent Mahony,
Ireland Sales Manager, Panasonic.
Tel: 087 – 969 4221; email: vincent.
mahony@eu.panasonic.com Q
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Custom Made Covers by Thermal Covers TIDL.

Thermal Insulation Distributors Ltd
Units 1-4 Keypoint, Rosemount Business Park, Ballycoolin Road, Dublin 11
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Mitsubishi Electric makes

A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE

IN CONTROLS
Increasing energy bills, the need to reduce carbon
emissions and a raft of challenging legislation are
driving the demand for increased energy efﬁciency in
buildings. While the building services solutions installed
to meet this criteria are very important, even more
essential is managing and controlling these heating,
cooling and other building services functions.
Mitsubishi Electric has developed
a comprehensive range of control
devices, from simple room
controllers to advanced
internet-based systems
that can monitor,
analyse and run
entire estates.
These advanced
environmental
systems really can
make a world of
difference, an added
feature being that
it is now much easier to
retroﬁt new controls into
existing premises. For instance,
Mitsubishi Electric’s newest
central controller will talk to
its oldest City Multi unit using
MELANs (Mitsubishi Electric
Local Area Networks).
Good controls will beneﬁt any
application, irrespective of how
large or small the project may be.
However, with the huge choice of
control systems available, careful
consideration must be given to
identify the correct control for
each situation. The ability to
respond to different building
requirements is particularly
important for air conditioning
and heating systems,

MItsubishi edit.indd 1

and Mitsubishi Electric has
solutions to cater for every need.
For smaller premises, a simple
control system with a remote
controller and simple on/off
scheduling will be sufﬁcient to
achieve the optimum combination
of comfort, running costs and
energy efﬁciency. However, in a
large building such as a hotel, a
much more sophisticated control
system is needed to implement
more intricate control strategies.
“Fit and forget” is no longer an
option if we are to deliver
greener, more energy efﬁcient

and more economical buildings.
Monitoring and reporting
capabilities are also increasingly
requested by clients, and very
often required by legislation
and building regulations.
Variables such as user habits,
energy consumption patterns
and outside temperature can
now be used to inform system
management and control.
Delivering the right information
to the right people, and at the
right time helps to speed up
interventions and to reduce
undue energy use. Based on
predictive algorithms, interventions
can even be made automatically
to ensure optimum system
performance at all times.
Mitsubishi Electric controls
also offer a high degree of
ﬂexibility, not only in new
buildings – which have seen
advanced controls becoming
almost standard – but also in
existing premises, where
they can make a real
difference to energy use.
With wireless technologies
retroﬁtting has become
much simpler and older
buildings can beneﬁt greatly
from better controls. Power
monitoring capability is possible
on AE and EW models with
BACnet protocol built into the
AE200 and EW50 units and
activated as additional charge.
Air conditioning, ventilation
and heating units are not the only
systems in a building. To ensure
they work effectively and in
conjunction with other building
services such as lighting, security,
power and ﬁre systems, Mitsubishi
Electric’s range of BEMS interfaces
allows complete control and
monitoring integration.
Mitsubishi Electric puts the
client in total control.
Contact: Mitsubishi Electric.
Tel: 01 – 419 8800;
email: sales.info@meir.mee.com;
www.mitsubishielectric.ie Q
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Perfectly Engineered
HVAC Solutions
Established in 1996, Core Air Conditioning Ireland Ltd is
now one of Ireland’s leading HVAC providers. It delivers
innovative, technology-based, engineered solutions that
are performance-driven, energy-efﬁcient, reliable,
regulation compliant and eco-friendly. No matter
what the application, Core can devise a tailored
solution with the project consultant and
contractor to ensure the perfect result.
Core has an enviable product portfolio of
market-leading brands with whom it has longestablished trading partnerships (see back
page). Complementing this strength is the
company’s highly-qualiﬁed and vastlyexperienced team of engineers.

Dave Clarke,
General Manager,
Core Air Conditioning
Ireland Ltd.

INTERFACE
WITH LCD
SCREEN

In addition to commissioning and
trouble-shooting, they also provide a
comprehensive suite of customised
maintenance packages. These
ensure optimised plant performance,
prolong equipment lifespan, and
minimise the risk of system failure.
In essence, Core Air Conditioning
Ireland provides tailored HVAC
solutions that are engineering
led, deliver the perfect
environment, and offer the
client total peace of mind.

www.coreac.com
Core 4pp Advert April 2019.indd 2
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CHILLERS

CLOSE CONTROL

3 Multi-functional
Simultaneous Systems

3 Close Control
Computer Room AC

3 Air and Water
Cooled Chillers

3 Data Centre
Solutions

3 Heat Pumps

3 DX and Water
Based

3 Free Cooling
3 Absorption and
Adiabatic

3 Direct and Indirect
Free Cooling

» CARRIER » CLINT » VERTIV

» VERTIV

AIR HANDLING
3 Air Handling Units

HEAT REJECTION

3 Packaged RoofTop Units

3 Cooling Towers
(open, closed
and hybrid)

3 Heat Recovery
Systems

3 Adiabatic Coolers

3 Dry Air Coolers
3 Air Cooled
Condensing Units

» CARRIER » HOLLAND HEATING
» NOVAIR » CLINT
FAN COIL UNITS
3 Hybrid Chilled Beams
3 Fan Coil Units
3 Slimline, Ducted,
Cassette, Console
3 2-Pipe and 4-Pipe

» CARRIER » CLINT

» CARRIER » LUVE » JACIR-GOHL
SERVICE & MAINTENANCE
3 Nationwide Service
3 Comprehensive Maintenance
3 Factory-trained Engineers
3 Factory Parts
3 PPM Contracts
3 247/365 Cover
3 Extended Warranty

» CHILLERS » HEAT PUMPS
» AHU SYSTEMS » AIR CON UNITS
» CLOSE CONTROL
Core Air Conditioning Ireland Ltd,
Unit A6, Centrepoint Business Park,
Oak Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 409 8912 Email: info@coreac.com

www.coreac.com
Core 4pp Advert April 2019.indd 3
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Talk to the experts …
Core Air Conditioning Ireland Ltd
Unit A6, Centrepoint Business Park,
Oak Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 12
Tel: 01 409 8912 Email: info@coreac.com

www.coreac.com
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COVER STORY

TO NZEB
AND BEYOND
There continues to exist a grey

The pressure is beginning
to stack up as the demands
of NZEB come more centre
stage. The clamour for
“silver bullet’” solutions is
palpable as the worry of
non-compliance heats up.
Ironically, there is scope for
signiﬁcantly-reduced
energy consumption from
traditional good practice
design that is being missed
in the transition from
concept to completion,
writes Tom Ascough,
Director, Symphony Energy.

NZEB and beyond.indd 2

area between the consultant’s
design aspirations and the ﬁnal built
product. Most importantly, whatever
about the consultant and the
contractor, neither the client nor
the architect recognise this void and
consequently there is no budget
allocated to bridge it. Besides, it’s
difﬁcult to know if a bridging service
has been successfully rendered
until the building is operating
comfortably and energy efﬁciently.
Without a budget, an optimallyconﬁgured installation remains
mostly illusive. Neither the
consultant nor the contractor can
be expected to invest in this space
without compensation. In any case,
it’s a highly specialist “grey area”.
It needs to blend the consultant’s
concept creativity, practical
installation knowledge and building
automation programming into a
single service offering. Our

experience is that clients will only
take this seriously if they are assured
they will beneﬁt from energy
savings. If they can get their heads
around the concept of an EPC
(Energy Performance Contract),
then they know they are guaranteed
the savings, or at least a risk-free
attempt, at getting them.
Perhaps we’ve asked too much
from installation contractors in the
past by pressing them to meet us
half-way through the “grey area” in
order to salvage a modicum of the
lost energy performance buried in
the ﬁner operational set-up of
buildings’ M&E systems. To spare
everyone the pain, we widened
the remit of our consultancy
practice to bridge the gap between
concept and competition.
Through EPC Contractor
Symphony Energy, we forged a
new EPC offering that guarantees a
sizable energy saving release from
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existing building M&E systems.
This idea has been tested and has
proven highly-effective on several
projects. Savings of 50% are typical,
although a number of projects have
the energy dial crossing the 70%
and 80% savings thresholds. So,
before subjecting owners of
existing building stock to high
retroﬁt costs in an effort to play
catch-up towards NZEB, ﬁrst explore
what can be done to get a deep
retroﬁt effect without needing a
deep retroﬁt budget.
Consultants working on new
projects need not wait until their
designs are struggling to deliver
the desired energy performance in
reality. NZEB ought to be more a
concern for clients than their project
teams. The pragmatic approach for
everyone’s beneﬁt is to ensure the
client allocates room in the project
budget to better achieve the desired
energy performance at, and post,
completion. This provides a high
level of assurance that NZEB levels
are achieved, and perhaps exceeded,
for new projects. By having an EPC
contractor involved in the project
from the early design stages, the
crucial link between concept and
actual energy performance is,
quite literally, guaranteed.
The stakes are high for anyone
offering an EPC as the client can

only win, but the provider may
take a loss, perhaps a heavy loss.
To mitigate risk, we had to be
conﬁdent in our predicted
engineering solution outcomes.
We also needed to have integral
involvement in developing control
algorithms that precisely matched
the engineering concepts under
every conceivable operating
scenario. We needed to
be proﬁcient in coding so we could
at least recognise programming
issues and live test the code to iron
out any bugs that would stiﬂe the
intended outcome.
Ultimately, we found ourselves
searching the global market for
high-grade PLC/BEMS equipment
that is built on open systems
architecture so it can act as a
systems integration point with all
other BMS systems, and with
practically all other open protocols
associated with M&E equipment.
Such protocols range from BACnet,
Modbus, Lonworks to OPC, Dali,
KNX, EnOcean and mBus. Using
Loytec equipment, we’ve been able
to integrate existing BMS and other
M&E equipment to provide a single
composite operating platform. With
code programming in IEC61131-3
and other standard web software,
it’s been possible to deliver exactly
the engineering solution from

An IT graphic showing the Symphony Cloud conﬁguration.

NZEB and beyond.indd 3

concept to completion.
A tailored smartphone app is
developed for each building or site.
This empowers the facilities and
maintenance team with good
visibility into the operation of their
buildings and the ability to swiftly
intervene where necessary. The app
also enables manual control over
various individual items of
equipment, making maintenance
procedures more efﬁcient.
Our quest to conquer the energy
gap in the “grey zone” has yielded
some high-value operational and
management beneﬁts over and
beyond the deep energy savings.
The broader integration of the
M&E systems data with a wider
array of IIoT data and machinelearning enhances the automated
identiﬁcation of the control system’s
dynamic, integrated, optimum
performance points.
Herein lies the next generation
of energy savings that are key to
nailing NZEB targets and beyond.
Now, all of this diverse data is
gathered together with a suite of
powerful analytical tools on a cloud
platform. Apart from providing
wider market access to these
now-proven extraordinary energy
savings capabilities, this empowers
a major advancement for energy,
facilities and maintenance
management proﬁciency.
The cloud platform also makes it
easier to identify and assess a near
endless pipeline of future energy
saving measures, thereby serving
to deliver upon the continuous
improvement requirements of
ISO50001 more effortlessly. Q
• Symphony Cloud was launched
at the 2019 SEAI Energy Show in
the RDS (March 27/28 2019). This
will be a revolutionary tool for
energy, facilities and maintenance
management.
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Pumps – innovative
heartbeat of the
industry
While some industry sectors
view EU initiatives such as CE
marking and ErP as impositions
and, at best, something to
comply with under duress, the
pump sector fully embraces
them. Over the last decade or
so all the leading pump
manufacturers have invested
vast amounts, and resources, in
pioneering pump technology
developments. The result
of their efforts was very much
evident at the recent SEAI
Energy Show. New and
innovative pump products
abounded with their importance
and signiﬁcance acknowledged
by way of multiple awards in
various categories of the
Product of the Show Awards
(see Page 54).
The EU forecasts that using more
efﬁcient pumps should result in an
estimated saving of 3.3TWh of
electricity per year in Europe by 2020.
This is equivalent to the total annual
energy usage of more than 200,000
households, and will result in 1.5 million
tons less of CO2 being emitted each
year. Users will also save more than
F300 on average over the estimated
lifetime (10 years) of a pump.
On the domestic front there is
still a great deal of ground to be
made up in retroﬁtting older domestic

NEW Pumps Intro edit.indd 1

circulators, and installers should see it
as an opportunity to generate additional
business when doing annual heating
system servicing for householders. Also,
the grants available to support deep
retroﬁt are signiﬁcant and, while not
speciﬁcally applicable to domestic
circulators, installers should include
them when carrying out heating
system upgrades.
The rate of retroﬁt in the commercial
and industrial sector is especially
encouraging as consultants, facilities
managers and indeed clients are
beginning to realise the vast scale
of the potential energy savings in
pump replacement and upgrades.
In the process industries, where
large volumes of water are used, there
is the added beneﬁt of improved
efﬁciencies and, equally important,
reduced water usage.
The contribution today’s pump sector
is making to reduce energy usage,
reduce CO2 emissions and conserve
water is exemplary. Even more so, the
manner in which it has embraced the
spirit of ErP and related regulatory
and compliance requirements sets
the bar for other industry sectors to
aspire to and emulate. Q

»

The EU forecasts that using
more efﬁcient pumps should
result in an estimated saving
of 3.3TWh of electricity per
year in Europe by 2020.
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water passion

Calpeda Booster Sets
for Unrivalled Quality
Over the last 20 years Calpeda Pumps (Ireland) has built a strong reputation
for delivering customised pump solutions to meet the requirements of all types
of projects. The range is extensive and caters for all applications, with bespoke
solutions a speciality, particularly when it comes to booster sets. All
are manufactured at Calpeda’s dedicated workshop with quality control the key
focus. Every pump has a full hydraulic and mechanical test at the end of the
production process while the completed booster sets are also tested to the
desired operating duty prior to dispatch.

Calpeda means 100%
hydraulic test!
Something that sets
Calpeda apart from
other manufacturers is
Capleda’s strict testing
process. Every single
pump and booster set
produced is mechanically
and hydraulically tested.
In this image a
MXV25-208 (vertical
multistage) is being
checked against the
stated operating duty.
Every pump undergoes a series of tests to
ensure that it meets Calpeda’s exacting
standards to guarantee the customer that,
when the pump reaches site, it works perfectly.

Calpeda CAT 5 Booster

Energy saving replacement
These images illustrate another quality job carried
out by one of Calpeda’s distribution partners
and shows the replacement of an old inefficient
pressure switch controlled booster set with a new
Calpeda variable speed Easymat set.
The customer is now reaping the benefit of
significant energy savings and unparalleled
reliability thanks to Calpeda’s WRAS-approved
multi-stage pumps and advanced inverters
used on the cold water booster sets. Designed,
manufactured and fully tested to ISO 9001,
14001 and 50001.

This Calpeda CAT 5 booster set was designed
to prevent possible contamination of water into
the mains supply, while keeping a pressurised
cold water supply
to equipment.
Features include:

 Bronze or stainless steel
pumps;

 Idromat 5 controller;
 Type AB AirGap;
 WRAS approved tank.

www.ie.calpeda.com
Calpeda DPS April 2019.indd 2
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Calpeda 3-phase Imat booster sets
This very tidy Calpeda 3-phase IMAT booster set was one of seven Calpeda bespoke
units designed for a specific plant room. This set comprises three MXV40-806
WRAS-approved stainless steel vertical multistage pumps, each one rated for 3.0ltr/
sec @ 4.5bar. Each pump on the set is fitted with an IMAT variable speed drive to
ensure maximum efficiency, with the pumps only running to maintain the constant
pressure that is required. As soon as the desired pressure is reached the pump goes
into standby until the next time it is needed.
Calpeda’s IMAT inverters have one external pressure transducer per inverter/pump as
standard; cyclic change-over over lead pump to ensure even wear across the set; voltfree contacts for remote alarm; auto re-start in case of power failure; and built-in safety
start (hydraulic shock protection).
Calpeda IMAT (and Easymat) inverters don’t require an app, remote or a “dongle” to
configure or to see what they are doing. Everything can be accessed and configured
directly from the display.

Many different
applications
Calpeda pumps are used for many
different applications. On this bespoke
purification system there is a single
pump Calpeda Easymat booster set
utilising WRAS-approved horizontal
multi-stage pumps, an Easymat variable
speed drive to control the pressure, and
an AGAP tank. In fact, Calpeda works
very closely with many OEMs to find
solutions for moving water.

Easymat booster set
This image shows a recent install of a Calpeda
3-pump Easymat booster set. There are very good
reasons for choosing Calpeda’s Easymat variable
speed drive, including:

 Non water-cooled;
 External transducer per Easymat;
 No remotes, Apps or
generational changes.

Urgent booster
set replacement
Calpeda can provide urgent booster
set replacement at very short notice.

 1ph 2-pump sets up to
9ltr/s @ 2.5bar available
next day from stock;

 ISO 9001 (14001 and 50001)
approved production process;

 Delivered “plug and play”.

Calpeda Pumps Ireland Ltd
Unit 5 Old Quarry Campus
Northwest Business Park
Phase 3
Blanchardstown, D15 Y4EK
Tel: 01- 861 2200; email: info@calpedaireland.com

www.ie.calpeda.com
Calpeda DPS April 2019.indd 3
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Campion Pumps and
Irish Water win ‘Project
of the Year’ Award
Campion Pumps and Irish Water were presented with the
“Project of the Year” award for specialist engineering works
carried out at Inniscarra Dam on the River Lee in Cork at
a gala dinner to mark the pump industry awards held in
the UK. These awards recognise pump and pump-related
companies across the UK and Ireland for their engineering
performance and the “Project of the Year” title goes to
the most innovative pump project, installation or service
introduced to the market.
Commenting on the award, PJ Ryan,
Director at Campion Pumps, said: “We
are delighted to receive this award
and for a panel of such esteemed
judges to endorse the services we
provide, especially given that we have
just celebrated 30 years in business.”
The Inniscarra Dam project was
carried out last year at the height of
one of the hottest and driest summers
Ireland has seen. The lack of rainfall
reduced the reservoir at Inniscarra to
levels not previously recorded and, as
the water level in the impoundment
dropped below critical levels, it was
clear that the water would have to be
moved around the dam to keep the
river ﬂowing.
Working together, Campion Pumps

and Irish Water designed a ﬂoating
pump arrangement discharging
directly into an opening in the centre
of the dam normally used to pass ﬁsh.
When the concept was developed, a
team of specialist engineers was
assembled comprising Campion
Pumps, Gleeson Steel & Engineering
and WH Scott.
A 16-tonne steel plate pontoon was
sourced and a team of specialist
engineers at Campions developed a
system of three pumps to cater for
high ﬂow at low head. A steel frame
was designed, fabricated and certiﬁed
to sit on the pontoon and hold the
pumps in position. Within a twoweek period, the elements were
brought together and lifted into the

From left: PJ Ryan, Sinéad Carey, Catherine Campion, Martin Campion, all Campion
Pumps, Neil Smyth, Irish Water and Alan Campion, Campion Pumps pictured with their
award at the UK presentation.

Campion edit.indd 1

Inniscarra Dam in Co Cork.

water at Inniscarra to be ﬂoated into
position at the centre of the dam.
Three 12-inch delivery pipework
were passed through the opening
and the pontoon was secured using
four anchor points that had been
drilled into the upstream face of the
dam. A 300kVA diesel generator
provided the power and with soft
starts and control panels in place
for remote monitoring, the
pumps were commissioned.
The system remained in place
for six weeks. In providing this
contingency arrangement, continued
access to raw water at Inniscarra was
guaranteed and the downstream river
continued to ﬂow. Campion Pumps
also provided online Scada
monitoring and alarm services of the
site with full visual representation via
the Scada platform. This allowed the
various stakeholders to monitor pump
runs, volume of water pump,
operational status of system and
remote access to engage/disengage
pump system.
The solution devised by Campion
Pumps proved extremely successful
in tackling the challenge posed and
the “Project of the Year” accollade
is independent conﬁrmation of the
exceptional engineering feat involved.
For more details on the Inniscarra
Dam project contact Sinéad Carey,
Commercialisation Manager,
Campion Pumps.
Tel: 056 – 883 4288;
email: sineadcarey@campion.ie Q
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Xyl
Xylem’s
X
ylem’s Lowara brand leads the way in pro
providing long term economical solutions for pumping
ping and circulating clean or
contaminated water. Lowara pumps, drives and packaged solutions such as pressure booster sets and wastewater lifting
stations are all developed with low life cycle cost in mind. That means robust, highly efﬁcient, easy to install products with a
long service life. To make it easy to work with Lowara products, we offer a package of tools, including pump selection software
and applications, circulator replacement guides and CAD & BIM ﬁles online.

Xylem Water Solutions Ireland Limited
For more information call 01452 4444 or email kevin.devine@xyleminc.com
www.xylem.com/ie
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Another industry
accolade for Magna3
The award-winning Magna3 from Grundfos picked up the
latest of many industry accolades recently when it won the
main award in the Best Energy Efficient Product category at
the SEAI Energy Show 2019 in the RDS (see Page 54).
Magna3 pumps make up a
broad range of small, medium and
large circulator pumps and are fitted
with advanced communication
equipment, motors with electronic
speed control based on permanent
magnet (PM), and compact stator
motor technology. These highperformance pumps are perfect for
high-performance building systems,
and are designed to suit both heating
and cooling applications.
With the Magna3 there are no
complicated pump settings as the
contractor can install the pump using
the Autoadapt facility. This feature
automatically analyses the heating
system, finds the optimum setting
and then continuously adjusts its
operation to changes in demand.
The result is optimum comfort and
minimum energy consumption.
In addition, Magna3 pumps are
extremely flexible and reliable, and
have low noise levels, long life and

Grundfos edit.indd 1

no maintenance requirements. They
are fitted with IR communication
and can offer external control and
monitoring via expansion modules.
Applications
Grundfos Magna3 circulator pumps
are designed for circulating liquids
in the following areas:
• Heating systems;
• Air-conditioning and cooling
systems;
• Domestic hot-water systems;
• Ground source heat pump systems;
• Solar-heating systems.
Features
• AUTOADAPT;
• FLOWADAPT and FLOWLIMIT;
• Proportional-pressure control;
• Constant-pressure control;
• Constant-temperature control;
• Constant-curve duty;
• Max. or min. curve duty;
• Automatic night setback;
• No external motor protection
required;
• Insulating shells supplied with singlehead pumps for heating systems;
• Large temperature range.

Benefits
• Low energy consumption;
• Built-in differential-pressure and
temperature sensor;
• Simple installation;
• No maintenance and long life;
• Extended user interface with
TFT display;
• Control panel with self-explanatory
push-buttons;
• Work log history;
• Easy system optimisation;
• Multi-pump function;
• External control and monitoring.
EPD accreditation
An industry first! Grundfos has been
awarded the Environmental Product
Declaration (EPD) for the Magna3
range. This is the first time a pump
manufacturer has acquired an EPD in
accordance with EN 15804. EPD is a
registered and independently-verified
document that communicates
standardised, comparable information
about the life-cycle environmental
impact of products. In brief, it
measures the environmental
“footprint” of a product.
The EPD is recognised as a quality
mark that can contribute credits
towards green building certification,
such as BREEAM or LEED. Grundfos
considers this to be vitally important
with regard to sustainability and the
manufacturing process, and its focus is
to give greater clarity and support to
industry in targeting its environmental
commitments, including realising the
NZEB objective.
“As we approach 2020”, says Liam
McDermott, General Manager,
Grundfos Ireland, “this type of
intelligent pump technology is
becoming the norm with more and
more designers and installers looking
for innovative and energy saving
technologies. With Magna3 we are to
the forefront in meeting this demand
and, going forward, will continue to
introduce advanced pumps and
pumping systems incorporating
pioneering technologies”.
Contact: Grundfos Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 408 9800; email: info-ie@
grundfos.com; www.grundfos.ie n
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LEADING PROVIDERS OF
WATER AND WASTE WATER
PUMPING STATIONS NATIONWIDE

THE POWER BEHIND WATER

Inniscarra Dam, on the
River Lee in County Cork,
Pump Industry Award for
“Project of the Year”

Campion Pumps
have been providing pump
solutions and systems since 1988.
Renowned for their engineering ingenuity,
responsiveness and collaborative approach Campion
Pumps provide ﬁrst-rate service to their customers across
multiple industries. Through key partnerships with Xylem,
Lowara, Flygt, VT Scada, Vogelsang and more, Campion
Pumps are leading the way with awarding winning
practical solutions and service delivery. The development
of their online pump monitoring and alarm system allows
Campion Pumps to go that extra mile for their clients.
Experts and trusted partner in supply of managed water
systems to high proﬁle corporate, hospitality, residential
and industrial properties nationwide:
Q Bespoke water supply booster sets and standard
booster sets
Q Energy efﬁcient pumping solutions
Q Waste water and submersible pump stations
Q Full range of circulating pumps
Q Water quality and control
Q Water treatment solutions including UV, Chlorine, Iron
and manganese removal
Q Emergency and preventative service and maintenance
Q Intuitive Scada monitoring solution for water and
wastewater system.

Center Parcs, Co Longford

Dublin Airport

The Exchange, Dublin

Adare Manor, Co Limerick

Contact a member of our team to discuss your buildings’
requirements today.

Tipperary 056 8834288 | Dublin 01 6234211
Email sales@campion.ie
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THE HEAT
IS ON
Tools and technologies to
make HVAC systems smarter
Extreme seasonal changes are here to stay and modern
heating systems need to keep up. Adding some “plug-andplay” technologies to the mix is now more essential than ever and
here Kevin Devine, Business Development Manager, Xylem Water
Solutions Ireland, explains the beneﬁts of doing so.

Managing heating and cooling

solutions within commercial and residential
buildings is a delicate balancing act –
a comfortable tenant and a comfortable
bottom line are two of the facilities manager’s
main concerns. Decades ago, this balancing
act was achieved through a consistent
heating schedule dictated by seasonal change.
However, such a heating “rota” can no
longer cope with the complex demands of
an increasingly unpredictable climate. The
diversiﬁcation of the workforce (ie ratio
of men to women) is another factor in
determining today’s heating/comfort
solutions, as is the introduction of strict
efﬁciency and emissions requirements.
The answer to climate change, diverse
tenant expectations and strict legislation is
in the form of smart, scalable and modular
heating and cooling technology. There are
many technologies currently available that
provide facilities managers and landlords
with a relatively easy way of delivering
smart heating management systems to
buildings, without requiring signiﬁcant levels
of up-front cost or intrusive installations.
Some of these are detailed here.

being used. Hydronic circulator controls,
for example, use RJ-11 cables to connect
systems of up to 18 circulators. Among
other beneﬁts, these controllers provide
a domestic hot water priority and timer,
pump exercise and a post-purge timer.
All of this functionality is integrated into
the controller, which is also compatible
with existing analogue and digital 24 VAC
thermostats. The Lowara Ecocirc XL Plus
intelligent circulator pumps provide state
of the art technology in hydraulics, motors
and controls. They are easy to install with
no advanced programming necessary.
Variable speed drives
Arguably one of the simplest ways to
boost energy efﬁciency, the installation of
variable speed drives into an existing system
can lead to energy savings of around 50%.
In most cases, you can install a variable
speed drive by attaching it to the top of

Lowara EcoCirc XL small
and medium commercial
circulator.

a pump such as a Lowara e-SV vertical
multistage unit. The Hydrovar can be
retro-ﬁtted to any standard motor.
Plate heat exchangers
Signiﬁcant efﬁciency gains can be achieved
through both brazed and gasketed plate
heat exchanger designs. Compatible with
both residential and light commercial
hydronic systems, brazed plate heat
exchangers offer increased heat transfer
through a smaller surface area. Gasketed
plate exchangers use a chevron pattern
to create metal-to-metal contact points,
offering superior heat transfer coefﬁcients
and “true” counter-current ﬂow. This
achieves the best-possible mean temperature
difference between ﬂuids. A full range of
brazed and gasketed models is available
from the Xylem Lowara portfolio.
Contact: Kevin Devine, Business
Development Manager, Xylem Water
Solutions Ireland. Tel: 01 – 452 4444;
Mobile: 087 – 757 7411;
email: kevin devine@xyleminc.com
Hydrovar 5th generation
variable speed pump
controller.

Zoned heating
Zoned heating systems allow facilities
managers to control the level of energy used
in a building by only heating rooms that are

»
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The answer to climate change,
diverse tenant expectations and
strict legislation comes in the form
of smart, scalable and modular
heating and cooling technology.
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RESIDENTIAL VENTILATION

Options to meet Part F?

01
02
03

MEV – Mechanical Extract Ventilation
 Continuous extraction of air from “wet” rooms
 A central ventilation unit in a cupboard or loft space
 Humidity and manual speed control

DCV – Demand-Controlled Ventilation
 Continuous extraction of air from “wet” rooms
 Self-balancing constant adjustable pressure saves energy
 Humidity and PIR controlled system

MHVR – Mechanical Ventilation with Heat Recovery
 Continuous supply and extract ventilation in one system
 Heat exchange to recover energy usually lost through other
ventilation methods

04

DMEV – Decentralised Mechanical Extract Ventilation

05

PIV – Positive Input Ventilation

www.solerpalau.ie
S&P Advert April 2019.indd 1

 Continuous low-trickle extract, usually wall-mounted
 No need for ducted systems
 Rapid extraction on demand with PIR or humidity options
available

 A fan (usually in roof space) supplies air via a central hallway
or landing
 Introduces slight positive pressure to push water-vapour out
of natural leakages in the property

Tel: 01 412 4020 sales.ie@solerpalau.com
31/03/2019 15:15
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WILO-YONOS

MAXO-Z
Setting new standards in energy
efﬁciency and ease of operation

Water that stagnates in pipe sections with
poor or no circulation poses a risk of legionella
contamination. In commercially used buildings,
increasingly high requirements are being set
for pumps to ensure that drinking water is
provided to a hygienic standard in the amounts
and at the temperatures required.
To ensure hygienically safe
and consistently dependable
drinking water circulation, Wilo
has introduced a new efﬁcient
drinking water pump called the
Wilo-Yonos MAXO-Z.
“The ErP Directive, which was
rolled out a few years ago, set
new standards for the efﬁciency
requirements of pumps,” explains
Derek Elton, Managing Director
of Wilo Ireland. “We used the
European requirements for
pumps during the development
stage of the Yonos MAXO-Z,
despite it not being covered
by the Directive.
“With this glandless circulator,
customers can beneﬁt from the
advantages of high-efﬁciency
technology, even in domestic hot
water circulation. This makes a
lot of sense, as domestic hot
water circulators run up to 24
hours a day – for example in
hospitals and hotels – and this
high-efﬁciency technology can
facilitate high energy savings
compared to standard pumps.”

Wilo edit.indd 1

Thanks to its LED display, this
glandless circulator for domestic
hot water also provides complete
transparency of the delivery head

and speed stages, as well as
possible faults.
To overcome pressure loss in
the piping, the required/
calculated pressure can be set
using the delivery head (dp-c).
As a result, adjustment becomes
more precise.
Also new is the clear display of
error codes. This means that any
malfunction can be recognised
immediately, which minimises the
amount of service work required
in the event of a fault. The
Wilo-Connector and the pump’s
compact design make the
electrical connection easier and
offer simpliﬁed and more ﬂexible
on-site installation. Also, the
cable is attached directly to the
connector and only then plugged
in to the pump. This creates
enhancements both in operability
and in ease of installation.
For more information visit
www.wilo.ie or call Wilo Ireland
at Tel: 01 - 426 0000. Q
Wilo-Yonos MAXO-Z
sets new standards in
efﬁciency and ease of
operation.
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Dundalk Institute of Technology (DKIT)

USING INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY TO
CREATE SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS,
COMMUNITIES AND CITIES
A new, exciting tech development
that is growing in momentum, not
only in construction, but across
all industries, is that of the
digital twin … a physical entity
linked to a digital reproduction
of an asset using sensors. Digital
twins act as a live digital
model of a physical asset and
can function as essential problemsolvers, needed to improve asset
performance, inﬂuence future
building design, and ultimately
reduce risk, writes Gary Nixon,
Technical Manager, IES.

Digital Twin Solutions.indd 1

This technology is particularly
relevant as Ireland’s construction
industry works towards the strategy
outlined in the National BIM Council’s
Roadmap to Digital Transition for
Ireland’s Construction Industry
2018 – 2021 report. Indeed, one
outcome the report anticipates as
part of the successful implementation
of recommendations outlined is that
“the national building stock will be
efﬁciently and effectively managed
and operated using digital
information, tools and processes to
bring signiﬁcant beneﬁts to the
towns, cities and people of Ireland.”
Buildings have changed much over
recent years, but the way we design,
handover and operate them hasn’t.

31/03/2019 15:20
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The building industry needs to shake
off its “slow to change“ malaise and
catch up with other industries in their
use of digital technology and data.

Change is happening
The good news is this is beginning
to happen. There are many
pioneering projects in Ireland and
across the globe that are pushing
the boundaries in their use of
technology to create betterperforming, more sustainable
buildings and communities. For
example, at IES we discovered
12% energy savings for an existing
net-zero energy building in the
tropics and developed a prototype
community interaction model which
enables real-time visualisation of
energy data within a low-energy
community in Nottingham.
This is a model that includes
information on renewable energy
generation and storage, alongside
energy consumption data, and
general information about the
homes. This, coupled with other
technological advances, has the
potential to revolutionise how we
manage, interact and operate the
buildings in our local communities,

As part of Project SCENe (Sustainable Community Energy Networks), a research and development
project led by Nottingham University, IES developed a 374cm interactive touch-screen for the
community of Trent Basin. The screen provides details of the energy performance of individual
buildings and utilities. Linked to real-time and aggregated energy data and IES software, it allows
the general public to interact with energy in a way they’ve never been able to before.

especially as local energy generation
becomes the norm, not the exception.

The technology is here!
Despite the technology being there,
it isn’t being utilised to its full
potential. Building simulation software
has been around for decades and has
been used by architects and engineers
to help them design, construct and
operate their buildings. With the
addition of real-time sensors, big
data and cloud computing, they can

Utilising the latest digital technology to link IoT (Internet of Things) data, sensor readings, OpenData
or any other data source into one interconnected platform, the iCL enables investigation of built
environment performance at any level. Users can simulate entire cities, portfolios and communities, ﬁll
in gaps with simulated data, analyse how things will look and behave in a wide range of scenarios and
create bespoke dashboards to communicate and drive engagement.

Digital Twin Solutions.indd 2

now create digital twins of entire
communities and cities, and simulate
how things will look and interact in a
huge range of different scenarios.
Things like “what opportunity is
there to use waste heat?”; “how can
we meet energy demand from
different sources?”; and “how can we
improve control strategies to make all
our buildings healthier and more
efﬁcient?”. IES is one of the largest
building analytics teams in the world
and has traditionally been best known
for its building simulation software:
the Virtual Environment (IESVE).
However, in the past few years the
company has carried out a massive
amount of work behind the scenes
to develop its latest technological
offering … the iCL (intelligent
Communities Lifecycle). This
technology, which is just about to be
launched (or may have been launched
depending when you read this) is
an environmental digital twin for
sustainable communities that enables
resilient cities, campuses, portfolios,
buildings and local networks.
Throughout the development
of the iCL there have been many
ground-breaking pilot projects and
rigorous testing to bring this
technology and advanced capabilities
to the construction industry. The

31/03/2019 15:20
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The technology to really make a
difference is here … and the building
industry can reduce its energy demands
while increasing its use of sustainable
energy resources, not to mention
signiﬁcantly reduce its carbon emissions
and help to slow down climate change.

iCL can not only be used for design,
but also in operation and masterplanning, as well as across
communities and portfolios to
integrate heat, cooling and
electricity networks.
Some of the most innovative pilot
projects IES is involved in are in
communities in Ireland. One such
project is the Dundalk Institute of
Technology (DKIT) where a Virtual
Campus Energy Model was created
to support DKIT’s Net Zero Energy
Campus aspiration. Meanwhile, the
company’s international research
portfolio also includes projects such
as CEDISON, which developed an
Intelligent Virtual Network (iVN)
mapping and analysis tool,
incorporating Blockchain as an
energy trading platform.

electricity generation (wind turbine);
transformer performance; energy
storage performance;
• Simulate energy demand data
where it was missing or incomplete;
• Validate pre-existing renewable
investments and calculate ROI on
improvement options.
The modelling and analysis that
IES undertook allowed DKIT to
visualise its network and answer a
number of key questions that it had
about its performance. It gave the
Institute a granular view of the
yearly campus energy supply and
demand, including the total demand
across all prosumer units; how much
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electricity was generated; when and
how much demand it met; and when
and how much energy was imported/
exported to the grid.
IES discovered that the wind
turbine was meeting 52.8% of
demand and consistently exported
25% of energy back to the grid.
However, the electrical storage unit
was seriously under-performing.
The wind turbine produces more
electricity than the batteries can
store, so the electrical storage is
only able to meet 2.2% of annual
demand and is quickly depleted.
IES was also able to show that
transformer losses were 10.5% of
electricity demand and that almost
45% of demand was still met by
the grid.
The ﬁndings prompted Dundalk to
question the value of the electrical
storage and whether its capacity
should be increased to capture more
of the energy generated by the wind
turbine instead of it going to the
grid. IES investigated a number of
“what if” improvement scenarios.
Assessing the detailed lifecycle cost,

Dundalk Institute of
Technology (DKIT)
With the overarching aim of
achieving a Net Zero Energy Campus,
IES worked with DKIT to virtually
model and analyse its distributed
electricity network. Dundalk wanted
to understand fully the dynamics
within its existing distributed energy
network, so IES created a virtual
campus energy model. Covering all
campus buildings, streetlights,
transformers, the 850kW wind
turbine and the 125kW electricity
storage battery, the model was
used to:
• Analyse all annual energy sources
and demand for the campus
including metered electricity demand
(buildings and street lights);

Digital Twin Solutions.indd 3

DKIT iVN Network Map: High-level view of network conﬁguration. Multiple network types can be
connected together and interact with each other. The iVN currently has 15 of the most common
renewable/generation/smart grid installation types pre-conﬁgured.
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net present value, projected savings
and ROI over a 20-year period. IES
looked at how the wind turbine
would work in conjunction with
no storage, the existing 125kW
installation and an increased 2MW
option. Surprisingly, the wind
turbine without energy storage
performed the best in terms of ROI.
It also resulted in less wasted energy
charging and discharging, and
delivered a 5-year break-even point,
as opposed to the eight years the
existing installation offers.
IES showed that the Institute could
achieve better savings and move
closer to its net-zero energy goal by
disposing of the electrical storage
unit and investing in other energy
conservation and campus energy
methods. IES is continuing to work
with the Institute to investigate the
impact other energy conservation
and campus energy methods would
have on energy use.

CEDISON
Through the Innovate UK-funded
CEDISON (community energy
dynamic solution with Blockchain)
project, IES developed an Intelligent
Virtual Network (iVN) mapping and
analysis tool, capable of modelling
electrical distribution networks of
a community, with the inclusion of
all energy consumers and producers
on that network. The tool was
tested across two demonstration
sites provided by Community
Energy Scotland and Glasgow
Housing Association.
The iVN makes it possible to create
a model of a community in its
existing state and to analyse the
impact that various scenarios, such as
the addition of electric vehicles (EVs),
solar PV and wind power, would
have on the overall community in
terms of impact to the grid, as well
as the welfare of the individual
members within the community. This
enables the iVN to be used as a
decision-making tool, helping to

Digital Twin Solutions.indd 4

determine optimum scenarios at
both building level and community
level. It can also be used to forecast
both demand and generation,
enabling the prosumer or community
to engage in energy trading.
Key ﬁndings from the
demonstration sites included:
• A community battery could be
more ﬁnancially viable than
domestic storage;
• EVs in place of traditional petrol/
diesel vehicles could reduce transport
running costs by up to 30%;
• Shifting the demand of ﬂexible
appliances in the home (e.g. washing
machines, dishwashers) could reduce
peak building load demand by 10%;
• Addition of renewable assets
and ﬂexibility increases trading
potential.
By identifying trading opportunities
between buildings or communities,
the technology developed through
CEDISON can contribute greatly to
reducing energy bills and improving
the welfare of a community. It will
result in beneﬁts to both customers,
in terms of energy and cost savings,
and the grid in terms of demand
load balancing, increased
operational efﬁciency and
reduced infrastructural costs.

Conclusion
As an industry we know what we
need to do and we can see that it
can be done. The technology to
really make a difference is here and
available now. These types of projects
are leading the way and proving that
if new and more efﬁcient processes
and technologies are used on a wider
scale, then the building industry can
reduce its energy demands while
increasing its use of sustainable
energy resources, not to mention
signiﬁcantly reduce its carbon
emissions and help to slow
down climate change.
IES and its users have already
made a signiﬁcant impact on reducing
the built environment’s energy
consumption and these numbers are
continually rising as more and more
building professionals understand
the social, environmental and
economic beneﬁts of using integrated
performance analysis tools. We
should be proud of what we’ve
achieved so far. However, with recent
climate reports issuing stark warnings
on the urgency to act on climate
change, the call to action is clear.
We need to do more and together
we know we can do more. Let’s push
for change and make a signiﬁcant
impact. See www.iesve.com for
more details. Q

DKIT power ﬂow model: Electricity power ﬂow models model the actual network infrastructure to
more accurately simulate the transfer of electricity across the grid infrastructure.
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Making the right choice...
SIG Technical Insulation, supporting you with:
• Sound, impartial advice

Contact us today for more
details or to arrange a site visit

• Technical, specialist expertise and legislation guidance
• Comprehensive ranges via our nationwide distribution network
• Products delivered exactly where and when you need them
• Fast, ﬂexible, reliable

01 623 4541
enquiries@sigtechinsulation.ie
www.sigtechinsulation.ie

We have everything you need to get on with the job - fast!
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Glen Dimplex Heating & Ventilation launches

NEW ZEROTH ENERGY SYSTEM

Glen Dimplex formally
unveiled the new
Zeroth Energy System
at the recent SEAI
Energy Show in the
RDS. Heat networks in
apartment blocks are
inherently inefﬁcient,
and Zeroth offers an
innovative approach
to resolving the
issues that arise with
heating and cooling
in apartments.

Zoroth edit.indd 2

Research by AECOM (building
performance evaluation of
dwellings, 2015) has shown that
centralised modern heating
networks are highly inefﬁcient,
and that they can lose up to
50% of the generated energy in
distribution losses, particularly
in buildings built to the current
building regulations with very
low heat loads.
Last year approximately
1400 apartments were built in
Ireland with high-temperature
heat networks installed,
resulting in a potential of up
to 4.2 GWh of energy wasted
in those apartments every year.
Ironically, this is enough to
provide an additional 1400
apartments with heating and
hot water.

As well as the poor energy
efﬁciency of these systems
because of the high losses of
the heat network, they are
particularly inefﬁcient in
summer as water needs to be
circulated at high temperatures
to maintain hot water supply.
Also, the high losses cause
signiﬁcant overheating in the
communal areas and corridors
of these apartment blocks, and
often separate ventilation
measures have to be provided
as a way of dealing with this
overheating.
“Glen Dimplex has developed
the Zeroth energy system to
overcome these issues”, says
Jonathan Jennings, Sales
Director, Commercial Heating,
Dimplex. “Zeroth replaces

01/04/2019 12:16
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Schematic showing building network overview.

conventional high-temperature
systems with an ambient
temperature, maintained by
the building’s central plant
room, which is set to
revolutionise the way we heat
and cool apartment buildings.
“Low-temperature water
ﬂows around the building’s
main loop at 15 – 25ºC to each
apartment. The energy input
to this loop can be from local
sources such as boilers, heat
pumps, chillers, or from wider

Cupboard system showing exposed services.

Zoroth edit.indd 3

district networks such as power
plants, data centres or other
waste heat sources. Each
apartment has its own “mini
loop” where an individual
heat pump produces heated
or chilled water to the desired
temperature. The water can
then be passed to fan coils,
which deliver warm or cold air
into a room through vents in
the ceiling or wall, or to
underﬂoor heating, or fanassisted radiators. As this water
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in the heat network is at
ambient temperatures, losses
can be as low as 2%”.
Apart from energy savings,
the temperatures within the
apartments are more
comfortable with overheating
in communal areas minimised.
These are both common
challenges faced with
conventional heating and
cooling systems for modern
apartment blocks. What is more,
the cost of heating system losses
is no longer spread across all
residents, and means individual
apartment owners only pay for
the heating or cooling they use.
Finally, the provision of
heating hot water and cooling
via a 2-pipe system offers capital
savings over traditional 4-pipe
systems. There is no requirement
for refrigerant pipework or
leak detection as everything is
water-based. Plant rooms are
signiﬁcantly smaller, and the
potential for modular design –
coupled with the fulﬁlment
of the need for NZEB energy
designs to meet the building
regulations – offers the perfect
answer to a problem that, up
to the introduction of Zeroth,
presented a major challenge.
Glen Dimplex has built a
purpose-designed and ﬁtted-out
Zeroth-equipped mini-complex
of eight apartments at its
Dunleer site where visitors
can see all the plant and
distribution systems with
various emitter options.
To ﬁnd out more about
Zeroth, and to arrange a vist
to the Zeroth apartment
complex, contact
Glen Dimplex Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 883 5601;
email: marketingireland@
glendimplex.com Q
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EXHIBITION REVIEW

Spirit of innovation
at energy show

Overall Winner and Best Innovation Category Winner: Xylem Water Solutions for
SmartBall. Paul Martin, SEAI, Chairperson of CIBSE Ireland and Chair of Product of Show Awards
Judging Panel with Jason Howlett and Kevin Devine, Xylem Water Solutions, and Declan Meally, SEAI.

Best Renewable
Product – HighlyCommended:
Glen Dimplex for
Zeroth Energy System.
Joe Durkan, SEAI and
Product of the Show
Awards judge with
Darragh Roche, Glen
Dimplex and Declan
Meally, SEAI.

Best Renewable
Product – Winner:
Unitherm Heating
Systems for LG’s Therma
V R32 heat pump.
Joe Durkan, SEAI and
Product of Show
Awards judge with
Declan Kissane and
Chris McClelland,
Unitherm Heating
Systems.

Energy Show Review edit.indd 2

The 4000 visitors to the
recent SEAI Energy Show
2019 in the RDS met with
a virtual Aladdin’s Cave
of pioneering technology
thanks to the vast amount
of new and innovative
products presented by the 150
exhibitors. The vibrancy of
the energy sector was further
reﬂected by the extensive
programme of seminars,
workshops, conferences
and Energy Theatre activity,
while the rolling Demo Area
presentations gave physical
representation to the issues
being discussed.

The spirit of innovation was
perhaps best captured by the Product
of the Show Awards entries, and
especially by the shortlisted ﬁnalists.
Paul Martin, Programme Manager,
SEAI and Chairperson of CIBSE Ireland
chaired the judging panel. He
commented: “For many years the
Product of the Show Awards have
championed innovative product
development, especially those
incorporating smart energy solutions.
Considerable investment in R&D,
coupled with rapidly-changing
technology, have seen a wave of
pioneering products and systems
featured at the show. The winners all
share a passion for a clean energy
future and are providing businesses
and consumers with exciting new
energy products that will help us
use less, and use clean.”
See panel for full list of winners. Q
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EXHIBITION REVIEW

Best Services Provider – WInner
(left):
METAC Training for Full Suite of Certiﬁed
Training Courses. Joe Durkan, SEAI and
Product of the Show Awards judge with
Aoife Keenan, METAC Training.
Best Innovation – HighlyCommended (right):
Wilo for K10 borehole pump. Derek Elton
and Michael O’Herlihy, Wilo.

Overall Product of the Show
Award Winner 2019
Xylem Water Solutions for SmartBall.

Best Energy Efﬁcient
Product – HighlyCommended:
Origen Energy for EC
Power XRGI CHP. Donal
Stafford, Origen Energy
with Mona Holtkoetter,
WELL Building Institute
and SEAI Energy Show
Product of the Show
Awards judge; Tony Lyon,
Origen Energy and
Declan Meally, SEAI.

Best Energy Efﬁcient Product
Winner: Grundfos Ireland for Magna 3;
Highly Commended: Origen Energy
for EC Power XRGI CHP;
Commended: Ermen Systems for
Airius De-Strat Fan.
Best Innovative Product
Winner: Xylem Water Solutions
for SmartBall;
Highly Commended: Armen Systems
for Aspira RHINOCOMFORT; Wilo for K10
Borehole Pump;
Commended: SmartPower for
Complex Optimisation Robot Tool;
Hevac for Hamworthy Upton.
Best Lighting
Winner: EASi LED Lighting
for ZERO UV Panel;
Highly Commended: Switch
Distribution for Steinel True Presence
Lighting Sensor;
Commended: Litho Circuits for
The Shannon Lantern.
Best Renewable Product
Winner: Unitherm Heating Systems
for LG’s Therma V R32 heat pump;
Highly Commended: Glen Dimplex
for Zeroth Energy System.
Best Services Provider
Winner: METAC Training for Full Suite
of Certiﬁed Training Courses;
Highly Commended: ORS for Full-service
Sustainable Engineering.

Energy Show Review edit.indd 3

Best Innovation –
Commended:
Hevac for Hamworthy
Upton Boiler. Karl Carrick,
Hevac with Stephen Weir,
McKeon Group and SEAI
Energy Show Product of
the Show Awards judge
and Darren Yourell,
Hevac.

Best Energy Efﬁcient
Product – Winner:
Grundfos Ireland
for Magna 3. Mona
Holtkoetter, WELL Building
Institute and SEAI Energy
Show Product of the
Show Awards judge with
Liam Kavanagh, Stuart
O’Kennedy, and Liam
McDermott, Grundfos
Ireland.
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‘Best Renewable Product’
award for LG Therma V R32
Unitherm Heating Systems’ new partnership with
LG got off to an excellent start at the recent
SEAI Energy Show (see report Page 54) with LG’s
Therma V R32 heat pump winning the premier
award in the Best Renewable Category of the
show’s product awards.
The newly-developed air to
water heat pumps – the R32
monobloc range (5kW to 16kW
1Ø and 12kW to 16kW 3Ø) – have
a low global warming potential
(GWP) of 675. Meanwhile, the
packaged units have an operating
range of between 10Hz and 135Hz,
and water temperatures up to 65oC
without the need for an electric
backup heater. It comes with an
energy label rating of A+++ (ready

Unitherm edit.indd 1

for September 2019 ErP changes).
The range has excellent
performance at low ambient
temperatures and can achieve
100% capacity at -7oC. It comes
with a revolutionary new R1 scroll
compressor that combines the
high efﬁciency and low noise
characteristics of the scroll with
the stable compressing structure
of a rotary compressor. The
compressor incorporates a new LG

technology called wet vapour
injection. This controls the high
discharge temperature of the
compressor efﬁciently, bringing it
down from 160oC to below 110oC.
This results in an expanded heating
operation range and enhances the
unit’s performance at low
temperatures.
The engineering within the
range includes a pressure control
sensor. By sensing pressure as well
as temperature, the unit reaches
the desired temperatures by up
to 30% quicker than without.
The heat exchangers include,
as standard, a “Black Ocean Fin”
epoxy coating designed to perform
well in corrosive environments and
to extend the unit’s lifespan.
The series comes with intuitive
LCD controls which means various
functions are available to the
installer for data logging,
operational history, system reports
and current status. Using the LG
heating conﬁgurator, installers can
also pre-set data on to an SD card.
The card can be inserted into the
back of the controllers on site to
activate conﬁguration data, saving
time on installs. For simplicity, LG’s
smartThinQ app can remotely
control the monobloc.
Andy Hooper, LG’s Heating
Manager commented: “The R32
monobloc range provides a high
quality solution for developers
and end users looking for energyefﬁcient, low-carbon, cost-effective
solutions for heating and hot
water, while also meeting Part L
Regulations. As one of Ireland’s
leading companies providing the
design and supply of high-quality
renewable heating solutions,
Unitherm is the perfect partner
for LG Electronics and we look
forward to a long and fruitful
partnership.”
Contact: Unitherm Heating
Systems. Tel: 01 – 610 9153;
091 – 380 039;
emal: info@unithermhs.ie;
www.unithermhs.ie Q
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RIAI ‘BIM PACK’
advice notes and templates
Having worked hard to devise
a uniﬁed, usable, coordinated
approach to Building Information
Modelling (BIM) in a design
environment, the RIAI BIM
Subcommittee has now produced
a BIM Pack which provides a set of
comprehensive “advice notes and
templates” for those undertaking
a project in BIM, writes Ralph
Montague*. All documentation
has been prepared for compliance
with PAS1192 standards published
by the British Standards Institute
(BSI) and guidance documents by
the Construction Industry Council
(CIC). The documents cover all
project stages including brieﬁng,
pre-contract submissions,
appointment and post-contract
documentation leading to
handover.

BIM Level 2.indd 2

With the publication of ISO
19650 as an international standard,
the subcommittee will commence
engaging with industry partners to
encourage a coordinated approach
to procurement and execution of
BIM based on industry standards.
The contents of the BIM Pack
include the following:
• General
• Brief
• Pre-contract
• Appointment/Contract Award
• Post-contract
Q GENERAL
Level 2 BIM
This document is an introduction to
BIM for organisations and individuals
considering undertaking a project in
Level 2 BIM. Reference is made to
other RIAI publications on Level 2
BIM, BIM Standards and guidance
documents.
• RIAI Advice Note – Level 2 BIM
(available as PDF).
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Bidding for a BIM Project
This content is available on RIAI
Members Area only.
Common Data Environment (CDE)
This document assists the
Information Manager in establishing
the Common Data Environment
(CDE) in compliance with
BS1192-2:2007+A2:2016. All project
participants, who are producing any
information, must engage with the
CDE, whether they are producing
models, drawings, speciﬁcations,
reports, schedules, bills of quantities,
or other related documents (ﬁles)
or not, so this document also
provides information as to how
the CDE is structured.
• RIAI Advice Note – Common
Data Environment (CDE) (PDF).
• RIAI Advice Note – Types of
Information (PDF).
Compliance Plan
This content is available on RIAI
Members Area only.
Information Management Roles
PAS1192-2:2013 identiﬁes the types
of roles that should be considered
and likely responsibilities. The roles
indicated here are for guidance only
and will differ from project to project
depending upon market sector,
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project size and the supply chain tier
you are positioned in.
• RIAI Advice Note – Information
Management Roles (PDF).
RIAI Advice Note
Terms, deﬁnitions and abbreviations
for BIM.
BIM includes numerous terms and
acronyms that may not be familiar
to everyone as it incorporates
terms more commonly used in IT,
project management and legal
documentation, along with adding
terms to describe new roles and
processes deﬁned by Level 2 BIM
standards. In the interest of achieving
a common language in the industry,
the terms in this document should
be used.
• RIAI Advice Note – Terms,
Deﬁnitions
and Abbreviations for BIM (PDF).

Q BRIEF
Organisation and Asset
Information Requirements
This document assists employers/
clients in understanding the
requirements of PAS 1192-3:2014
and related standards in preparing
an OIR and EIR which will be
beneﬁcial in preparing a robust
Employers Information Requirements
(EIR) using the RIAI Employers
Information Requirements Template
and Advice Note which will then
inform the BIM Execution Plan for
the preferred bidder, ensuring the
project is executed efﬁciently and
effectively using BIM.
• RIAI Advice Note - Organisation
and Asset Information
Requirements (PDF).
Pre-Qualiﬁcation Questionnaire
Pre-Qualiﬁcation Questionnaires are
used to streamline the bidding process
by assessing the suitability of potential
bidders prior to issuing tender
documentation which includes the
Employers Information Requirements
(EIR). The form included can be used
to assess initial capability to undertake

BIM Level 2.indd 3

a project using Level 2 BIM.
• RIAI Template – Pre-Qualiﬁcation
Questionnaire (Word).
Employers Information
Requirements (EIR)
The Employers Information
Requirements (EIR) template and
Advice Note are intended to support
employers undertaking BIM Level 2
in accordance with PAS 1192-2:2013.
The EIR should be incorporated into
the tender documentation, to enable
suppliers to produce their Pre-contract
BIM Execution Plan (BEP) upon which
their proposed approach, capability
and capacity can be evaluated prior
to contract award. The EIR is also
a key document with regard to
communicating information
requirements as well as establishing
information management
requirements and will act as a
good basis from which to review the
contents of the bidder’s BIM execution
planning, conﬁrming its completeness.
• RIAI Template – Employers
Information Requirements (EIR)
(Word).
• RIAI Advice Note – Employers
Information Requirement (EIR) (PDF).
The RIAI practice sub-committee for
BIM has also produced Advice Notes
and Templates for a Pre-contract and
Post-contract BIM Execution Plan
which is aligned with the RIAI
Employers Information Requirements
Advice Note and Template which is
available in the members area.

Supply Chain Capability
Summary Form
This content is available on RIAI
Members Area only.

Q APPOINTMENT/CONTRACT
AWARD
Responsibility Matrix
This document sets out responsibility
for model or information production
in line with deﬁned project stages
as attached at, or referred to, in
Appendix 1 of the CIC BIM Protocol
(Second Edition). The Responsibility
Matrix should identify the speciﬁed
information to be produced, shared
and published by the project team
member and the applicable Level of
Deﬁnition (the level of information
and/or level of model detail).
• RIAI Template – Responsibility
Matrix (Exel).
• Master Information Delivery Plan
(MIDP).
This is the primary plan for when
project information is to be prepared,
by whom and using what protocols
and procedures, incorporating all
relevant TIDPs.
• RIAI Template - Master Information
Delivery Plan (MIDP) (Exel).

Q POST-CONTRACT
Post-Contract BIM Execution Plan
(BEP) (This content is available on
RIAI Members Area only). Q

Q PRE-CONTRACT
Pre-Contract BIM Execution Plan
This content is available on RIAI
Members Area only.
*Ralph Montague is a Managing

Partner at ArcDox, Coordinator
of the CitA BIM Group, and
Chairman of the RIAI Practice
Sub-Committee on BIM.
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LIGHTING

APPLICATIONS
NOW OPEN FOR
SEAI LIGHTING
GRANT 2019
Lighting is a signiﬁcant cost for many SMEs
and is often the next highest cost for many
businesses after staff costs. New developments
in lighting technology, particularly light
emitting diode (LED) technology, mean
that businesses can reduce their
lighting bills by up to 90%.
LEDs can also improve the
aesthetics in many businesses,
reduce the number of
ﬁttings required and reduce
the necessary maintenance,
writes Andrea Carroll,
SME Programme
Manager,
SEAI.
The Sustainable Energy
Authority of Ireland (SEAI) piloted

lighting pilot scheme during 2017,
while over 180 businesses received
support through grant funding
in 2018.
Lighting Grant Support for 2019
The 2019 SEAI lighting grant
opened in April with up to
F2 million in funding made
available to applicants. The grant
typically covers 30% of the cost of
the works. A typical payback period
is estimated to be 2.5 year before
grant, and 1.5 year payback with
support from the grant. Early
applications are strongly advised
given the demand for the scheme.

SME Sectors that have availed of this grant to date

a new lighting grant for small and

Construction

Consultant

Cultural

Hotel

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)

Education

Entertainment

Health

Industrial

funded by the Department of

Logistics

Motor Trade

Ofﬁce

Retail

Communications, Climate Action

Manufacturing

Medical/Health

Pharmacy

Car Park

Restaurant/Bar/
Coffee Shop

Hospitality

and Environment in 2017. Over 60
facilities beneﬁtted from support
through SEAI’s SME efﬁcient

Lighting Grants edit.indd 2
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Who can apply?
Applications can be submitted by
the SMEs themselves or by project
coordinators, i.e. contractors and/
or consultants submitting on
their behalf.
Applicants must be an SME,
i.e. fewer than 250 full-time
equivalent staff; have a turnover
of less than F50 million and/or a
balance sheet of less than F43
million; and operate out of
Ireland. The grant is available
to private businesses across
all sectors.
Grant criteria
There are a number of criteria to
consider when applying for this
grant. These include:
• All grant deadlines will be
strictly enforced;
• All private sectors are covered;
• Grant will be up to 30% of
eligible costs (product and
installation);
• Clients/project coordinators
must complete an application
form and submit it with the
necessary supporting
documentation. This will be
reviewed by SEAI and if
successful a letter of offer will
be issued. The client should
only proceed to purchase and
install any equipment upon
receipt of the letter of offer
from SEAI;
• Works may be subject to
inspection by the SEAI
inspection team;
• Further details and technical
criteria will be made available
nearer the launch date.
How to apply
For full details on the lighting
grant, including technical criteria,
visit www.seai.ie or email
business@seai.ie Q
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CASE STUDIES

Greaney Glass Products
This family-run, commercial glazing company beneﬁted from the 30% SEAI
lighting grant in 2018. Based in Galway, it is one of the largest glass
processors and distributors in Ireland
and supplies both the domestic and
commercial sector. Due to everincreasing energy costs at its 70,000
sq ft production facility, the company
upgraded the lighting to high
efﬁciency LED lighting in 2018 and
estimates that this upgrade will save
them up to 60% in lighting costs.
The lighting project undertaken at
Greaney Glass involved the replacement
of 516 ﬂuorescent lamps with 256 LED
commercial high-bays. This resulted in
better quality illumination for ofﬁce and warehouse staff, as well as
reduced costs overall. Before the upgrade, ﬂuorescent luminaires used
192,181 kwh per annum in comparison to the new LED luminaires which
use 77,551 kwh per annum. Greaney Glass estimates that it has made an
overall saving of over F15,000 in year one from these upgrades.

Ireland West Airport
Ireland West Airport also
received grant support from
SEAI for a lighting upgrade in
2018. This is Ireland’s fourth
largest airport and last year it
handled a record 772,000
passengers. The airport
currently serves over 20
destinations across the UK and
Europe and is used by all the
major European airlines.
In order to minimise its
environmental impact, Ireland
West Airport undertook an
LED lighting upgrade with a total of 1,103 light ﬁttings either replaced
or retroﬁtted. The upgraded areas included:
• Check-in hall, arrivals and departures lounges;
• Security screening;
• Duty-free and restaurants;
• Ofﬁce blocks;
• Car park and car hire wash bays;
• Aircraft apron.
The airport expects a reduction of 20-30% in its energy usage and costs
as a result of these upgrades.
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WE HAVE IT COVERED.
IMAX XTRA EL
320 - 1240kW

IMAX XTRA
80 - 280kW

EVOMOD
250 - 1000kW

EVOJET
150 - 1450kW

EVOMAX
30 - 150kW

Wall hung, ﬂoor standing, modular, aluminium or stainless steel
heat exchanger or pressure jet - we have condensing
commercial boilers covered.

Est 1933
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POWER SUPPLY ISSUES?
NOT A CHALLENGE FOR THE PANASONIC GHP SYSTEM!

New ECO G GE3 series - providing eco-friendly heating, cooling and hot water
Ideal when electrical supplies are limited

Generating heating and cooling to meet high DHW demand

With a gas driven compressor that consumes 9% of the power of the ECOi VRF,
the GE series is perfect for projects with limited electrical supply.

The GE series utilises exhaust heat to help produce a constant ﬂow of DHW
which is perfect for hotels and other housing development applications.

Open and ﬂexible design

Continuous heating down to -20°C

The GE series connects to a wide variety of indoor units and controllers from
the ECOi range. A pump down system is also available.

Recovery of waste heat stabilises the heating capacity to eliminate the need for
the defrost process, even at very low temperatures.

PROFESSIONAL

www.aircon.panasonic.ie
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